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5 December 2009 - Perak Amanjaya International Eco Adventure - CURSE OF THE SNORS! - Graham Bird checks in after day 
three's racing:  

"So race day three after having a rest day yesterday. The Addicts 
decided that after two septic days on day one and two, it was 
time for change. So it was off with the Snors (the mo’s for 
Movember). The Addicts all arrived at the started clean shaved!! 
The day promised to be a simple day.  
 
It was an early wake call at 05h30 for breakfast and checkout, 
then onto the bus for transfer to the start at the Gua Tempurung 
Caves. Full police escort as usual. It is impressive to watch 10 
police motorcycles stopping traffic for us to pass. The police all 
looked like they were having so much fun. I would love to see 
them tackling the JHB taxi’s in rush hour!  Again as usual, the 
start was an extravagant affair with the whole place out to 
welcome us and make us feel like kings.  
 
The days 

racing involved a 28km MTB, 
which had 12km of tar, 8km 
of dirt, 3.5km uphill, 2.5km 
technical with downhill and 
the final 2.5km to the 
transition. It was then into 
four man rafts with a guide 
(who was just there to show 
us the route but not help) for 
an 8.3km rafting section with 
a few grade 3 rapids. After 
the rafting it was into the 
running shoes for a 10.5km 
flat run through villages to an 

entrance to a cave with a river flowing through it which passed 2km through 
the mountain, coming back out at the start. All in all an exciting day 
promised. 
 
 As expected the whole field rode in one big bunch on the tar section with a 
few various comically attacks from the Aussie going off the front. Onto the 
dirt, which actually ended up being an old jeep track, things started heating 
up, literally. The Japanese team went off the front at a frantic pace that no one was prepared to chase down, with a pack forming behind that included us. It was relatively 
technical in some places and one of the New Zealand Triathletes having a big fall on one of the small technical downhill’s. Once we hit the more technical stuff we managed 

to pass the rest of the pack and headed into the climb with just the Japanese in front of us (out of sight). On 
the 3.5km uphill there was a large amount of hike a bike as the road was very muddy and washed out in certain 
places. We got to the top together with one other team and rode together with them until the downhill where 
they got a 30sec lead on us. The MTB section was stunning: it took us pass massive cliffs; climbed up into the 
forests and then descended down through the forest on some slippery single-track to ride the final 4km next to 
the river. On the rafts we managed to pass both teams and got to the take out with about a 1 minute lead. Now 
for the part I had been not looking forward to. The run! 10.5km of flat run. My favorite. Andre hooked me onto 
the tow and I zoned out knowing it was going to be 50 mins of fasbyt! Andre was a machine. We both slowed up 
drastically in the final two km’s of the run, with the heat taking its toll. My Polar watch recording temperatures 
of 38 degrees! It was then into the cave for the final 2km of the day. It was great to get into somewhere cooler. 
It was a great run through the cave, with a few places of ducking, but the majority just flat running down the 
river.  We emerged into the sunlight on the other side to a huge welcome and the victory tape for the day. We 
ended about 1min ahead of the Japanese team. We had broken the “curse of the snors”!! 
 
Finally a good day. After the disaster of the 
mechanicals on day one and the body failure on 
day two, it was great to finally have everything 
pull together on the day. We paced very well 
today, keeping an eye on my heart rate the 
whole way and trying to keep it below 170 bpm. 
It worked as we did not overcook ourselves and 
were able to maintain a consistent pace 
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throughout the whole race. I think having the 45mins odd of rafting in the middle also helped, as this allowed us to recover from the cycle and hydrate, eat and cool down 
before the final run.   

 
It is amazing, when you have a good day like today; it makes you realize the mistakes you make on the bad days. Day two 
was made up of a lot of mistakes: underestimating the route; pushing too hard when we should have eased up; not carrying 
enough water and food to save weight; not eating the food we did have soon enough. We know better than this. I know 
better than this. So why do we continue to make these mistakes over and over again? Guess that’s what we need to work on 
now.  
 
Once all the formal proceedings had completed we were back onto the bus for a transfer to our resort for the night. It was a 
tough transfer, we even had to stop at a red robot as we had somehow lost our police escort and the bus driver decided to 
play us a Vin Diesel movie. Once at the resort we 
were welcomed to the town by the whole town. 
They had put on a festival for us and we were 
guide through everything by someone whom must 
have been the mayor. A very pleasant man whom 
made us feel very welcome. We were shown some 
cooking, some games, a tug of war competition 
(we had to take on the locals after they had 
finished – we won), and a classic local competition 
of who knows what they call it.  Two poles about 
10 meters in height were placed vertical in the 
ground. They had both been smeared with loads of 
grease and a flag was placed about 7-8 meters off 
the ground up the pole. Two teams then competed 
to get someone up the pole to touch the flag. Very 
entertaining. Tatum just wanted to go and dance 
on the pole. It was quite embarrassing.  
 

Then for the resort. The Pasir Salak Resort. Well this is what we came to Malaysia for, wait, I’m 
supposed to say we came for the racing. It is on the banks of a very wide fast flowing river. Set into 
the palms, with individual cottages built on stilts. Heaven! 
 
4 December 2009 - Perak Amanjaya International Eco Adventure - Tatum Prins reports on Day Two racing: "So finally I get some 
time to sit down and write. Today we had our rest day (can you believe it, a rest day?) which was more just sorting out kit and 
travelling to Ipoh but relaxing none the less. 
 
Yesterday however was a day of note. It started with an 8km rollerblading section which was hysterical. Smelly who doesn’t 
rollerblade just watched as everyone flew past him. Things got so desperate I had to tow him around the course. He could barely 

talk he was so nervous of face planting. To top it off 
we got lapped and were about 12 min behind 
everyone… 
 
It was all go after that, we had to start catching 
teams, with that mission in mind we floored the 
1.5km kloofing section and overtook 4 teams that 
were struggling on the rocks. Then we found ourselves 
on one of the longest hottest hills we have ever 
climbed. We just weren’t mentally prepared for it 
after the race organizer said it would only take 1h15. 
Well after 1h15 we were out of water and still 
climbing…up. It was a hell of a climb, some parts of it we just slipped down and had to claw our 
way up. Then if that wasn’t bad enough we tried to grab on the trees for support and “wham” your 
entire hand was covered in thorns. Boy did we curse! (Some “delicious English” came out of our 
mouths.) I cannot actually begin to describe the feeling of desperation as the climb just didn’t end, 
and when you thought it was ending they just took you up again. Finally after over 3 hours we got 
to this awesome 60m waterfall. What a relief to feel the water all over us, just what we needed to 
keep going. By this stage we had passed another 2 teams and now lying in 7th. We were pretty 
happy with this as we had lost loads of time on the first leg. Did I mention all the leeches??? 
 
Next up was the bike transition but there was no aid station, which meant no water, no food. Uh 
oh! We hopped and steadily (note, not quickly) made our way to the kayaks. At this stage Smelly 
had lost the plot from the lack of water and food, he wouldn’t even utter a word to me. Besides 
the struggle with the heat and lack of fluid it was quite an awesome experience as every team had 
their own cop to clear the route and a local dude on a moped to show the way. We felt like royalty! 
 
The kayak section was fantastic. We made our way through mangrove swamps and alongside a 
fishing village. There was so much traffic with all their boats we had to constantly steer out of their 
way. This was a particularly “cultural” experience for us as we watched the locals go about their 
daily lives, the kids swimming and jumping off the boats. We even saw a flying monkey; I almost 
fell out of the boat as it leapt into the river. 
 
Finally after 5h15 we got to the last 700m of boardwalk to the finish. Phew, what a relief. We 
legged it to the finish, I managed to do a spectacular slide after tripping up and then did the last 
100m dash to the line. We were “poked“ but so happy! What an incredible day out and still we 
managed a 7th place after being lapped! 
 
Now it’s time for bed… Over and out, Hobbs" 

 
3 December 2009 - Perak Amanjaya International Eco Adventure - Day two of racing - Hanno Smit and Tatum Prins racing as 
the Fanatics finsihed in 7th place for the day and are now lying 7th overall after two days. Terrible day for Graham Bird and 
Andre Gie, with Graham Bird battling, finishing 8th for the day and now 8th overall after two days. Graham Bird wrote the 
following report: 

 
"So today was one of those days when you just question everything.  The race 
started with an 8km inline skate. Then a river/kloofing section through a river 
for 1.3km before doing a 4.3km run  up to a waterfall.  At briefing we were told 
that the lead teams should take approximately 1h15 for this section. We then 
had an abseil before heading off for a flat 24km cycle through the city and out 
into the rural area before climbing into the boats for the last 7.5km paddle 
through a mangrove swamp with a 1km run on the boardwalk to finish. Lead 
teams expected to take approximately 4 hours.  
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So our inline was fine and we only lost around 5 minutes on the lead team which was great. Into the river and we caught back up to the teams in front of us, racing for third 
just off the lead teams. This is where it all started going pear. We started going up, in a big way. We were in jungle, not just forest, on a make shift trail. It was wet and mud 
and very slippery and we were climbing at a very steep rate. The temperatures were pushing 37 degrees and the humidity was high. 
And the pace…….hot. We hung onto the back of the pack. My heart rate was between 185 and 190 bpm (my max is 195) and I was 
overheating. The climb just continued and continued. Andre put me onto the tow rope and we keep pushing, trying to maintain 

contact with the pack. I then had to slow it down, the body just not prepared to 
operate effectively. Some teams caught and pasted us like we were standing 
still. I got worse. After about 1h30 we hit a road at the top. We had been out of 
water for 45 minutes, only having taken one bottle and no food thinking it would 
be a 1h15 run. To our surprise and joy there was a marshal with ice cold water 
for us at this point. We thought great, we finally up and now for the waterfall. 
We ran down the road for 1km, before being directed off the road by some 
marshal’s. Waterfall and abseil coming up! At this point I was not well at all and 
barely managing to keep it together. Well it was another hour until we finally 
got to the waterfall. It was through jungle track again following bunting on 
trees. It was up and down, through rivers and some serious kloofing. I had a few 
moments of stumbling and spent pretty much the majority of the last 2h00 of 
the hike/run in a dazed light head ness state. It was weird. It wasn't as if the 
muscles were sore or tired, it was if they weren’t there. My whole body was just 
limp and very very weak. I think I had just overcooked, overheated, dehydrated 
and not eaten anything. Once you go over the edge like this it takes a long time 
to come back. And in the jungle with no food, no liquid and no breeze or fresh 
air in the jungle the chances of coming right were slim. My abseil was 
interesting. They hooked me on to the rope only for me to then sit and then lie 
down to try to build the energy to get down the abseil. I had to stop about 3 times on the abseil to recharge. Then into the 
bike transition where we were told there would be an aid station with 
isotonic drinks and energy bars. This thought had got me through the last 2 
hours. To our horror, there was only water and nothing else. It was then 
onto the bikes. Andre hooked me up to the tow rope and I managed to 
recover a bit (at 30km/h). We finally got some food and drinks at the 
paddle transition. I downed two cokes (my first cokes in 13 years) and into 
the boat for the final paddle. We paddled about 2km in a narrow channel in 

the swamp, before it widened into a river and this amazing fishing village on the banks of the river. It was like a scene out of a 
movie. We made up some time on the paddle (after the cokes had kicked in) and a great final km on the boardwalk. Finishing 
8th for the day, 55mins behind the lead team. Game over. We are now 8th overall after two days, 55 mins behind the leading 
team. 
 

So today was a huge head game for me. 
The time I spent inside my head was 
scary. I came to the realization that this 
sport of Adventure Racing is essentially an 
individual sport even though you race in a 
team of four or two for hours or days on 
end. You’re team mates are there to help 
you through the tough times and you are 
there to help them through tough times. 
You’re in a team for safety reasons, you 
look after one another. You share 
something very special and something 
very deep with your team mates even if it 
is not discussed or chatted about. You have an understanding, you create a bond.  Why 
individual? Due to the fact that ultimately it is about getting yourself through the course, 
no matter the length it is about convincing your mind you can do it. You are going to hurt 
at some point in the race. When you hurting the mind needs to tell you to keep going, it 
will ease up at some point. It is about knowing in your mind that the others are also 
hurting just as much as you.  
 
Today was extremely tough for me. After pushing hard to keep with the pace and then 
exploding, it was about hanging in the best I could. Your mind just becomes a complex 
array of thoughts. You are trying to concentrate on keeping moving a decent pace while 
the body is screaming at you to just stop. Every step, whether it is uphill, downhill or flat 
becomes a painful one. You start doubting yourself, you start asking the “why do I do this” 

questions, you feel terrible for letting your team mate down, you start wondering how you will ever manage to get through the remainder of the course. Even with all this 
going through your head, you just keep pushing on, knowing it will get better at some point. When you start coming right and feeling better, you realized how powerful and 
strong the mind and body is. It is all about just convincing yourself this will happen at some point and you just need to hang in there until it happens. Though it was extremely 
frustrating for me and probably much more frustrating for Andre, I got through it and hopefully it will make me stronger." 
 
2 December 2009 - Perak Amanjaya International Eco Adventure - Graham Bird checks in: "So today was race day one!! It 
started and finished at Belum Rainforest Resort and guess what?.....It rained both nights we spent at Belum Rainforest resort. 
This made the forest tracks and the off road sections very muddy! 
 
The morning started off with a huge opening ceremony with the minister for the region coming to speak, before the Crown Prince 
of Perak arrived to start us.  The first section of the race involved an uphill, yes uphill, road run followed by the run down to the 
bridge for an abseil into the lake for a 100m swim to the boats. Then a 5.5km paddle to an island for a 1km trail run, which ended 
up being a mud fest! Then back into the boats for a 4.5km paddle followed by a 300m run uphill to the bike transition. Onto the 
bikes for 5km tar, 2km off road downhill before U - turning and heading back to the transition. It was then back into the running 
shoes for a 3.5km tar road run to the end.  
 
My Gawd……it was fast. For us diesel engines that are used to doing long adventure races, this was a big wake up call. The speed 
the pack took off up the hill was scary! I managed to claw into the abseil somewhere mid field after making up a bit of time on 
the downhill. This first 2.5km run was definitely not one of the most pleasant runs I’ve ever done!  After the swim and boat 
selection we headed out onto the paddle in 5th place. With paddling being our strong discipline we were counting on this section 
to power to the front and hopefully get a gap. This all sunk, literally, 1km into the paddle. The boat we had selected had a 
massive hole and we took on water and eventually had to stop in the middle of the lake and get rescued. We were shipped to the 
bank where we were given another boat. The race director allowed us to be transported back to re join the race with the 
competitors we were racing next to when the boat sank. We had effectively had an eight 
minute stop on the motor boat getting a new boat and were back on our way. We were about 
200m off the lead in fifth place. We managed to catch the lead pair just before the run on 
the island, which was a mud fest of note. I am sure I saw elephant tracks!! We then headed 
back into the paddle together with the New Zealand pair, whom we managed to pull some 
time out of on the paddle back to the transition. We headed into the transition with 
approximately 2 mins lead, only to find a flat front tyre on Andre’s bike. The time spent 
pumping lost us the lead and we ended up leaving approximately 1 min behind them with the 
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third and fourth teams breathing down our necks. With some skillful descending on the off road mud road we again passed the New Zealanders to regain the lead. The bikes 
were taking a pounding in the mud with the gears not enjoying the clay type mud. About half way back up the hill my derailleur decided it had had enough and ended up in my 
spokes. Not pleasant! A bit of self bending had us back on the uphill with some really dodgy gears. While repairing the third placed team of passed us, putting us into third. 
Once back on the tar we put our heads down to chase only to have my derailleur completely cease. I could not even turn my peddles! I then hung on to Andre’s shirt for dear 
life as he pulled me the 3 km back to the transition. During this time we were passed by one team and caught by the first mixed pair as we arrived at the transition. The run to 
the finished was again unpleasant and we ended up finishing fifth after Andre again dragged me up the hill to the finish. We ended around five minutes behind the New 
Zealand Pair who hung on for the win. So all in all a frustrating day with an endless amount of mechanical problems. Hopefully that is it of this race. 
 
After an afternoon nap and pack up at Belum Resort, we were loaded into a bus and transferred 100km to Flemington Hotel in the city of Taiping. What an amazing 
experience. As the provincial government is the sponsor we had a full police escort for the 100km trip. They stopped all traffic and we went through all the red robots. Check 
out some commentary from Tatum on this here.Upon arriving at the hotel we had a huge welcome and dinner together 
with local dancing and entertainment.  
 
We have just had race briefing for tomorrow which also promises to be a hard fast day. It starts with a 8km inline skate 
which will be fun!!  The ever resourceful race director has already had a new derailleur fitted to my bike! 
  
Tatum Prins checks in: "Holy cow is all I have to say!! I am going to make this super quick as the boys are freaking out 
about going to sleep but honestly today I am lucky that I still have 2 lungs and a heart that function because I had 
moments that I thought they had exploded right out of my chest and landed on the tar mac. The start of the race went 
uphill and at speed – not my favorite. Smelly and I got left in their dust. It was at that point I thought “I don’t do sprint 
races” We abseiled and had a near drowning experience as we swam to the bank with lifejacket, harness etc . Once on 
the boat we made up some time and happily passed about 4 teams. From then on we just put foot, raced as hard as we 
could. I am not sure my heart rate went below 170 the entire race. Overall we had a great day out. We are just pretty 
happy we stayed in the top ten as we came in 7th. Tomorrow however is a different story with 8km of rollerblading to 
start with…Sorry so short and sweet but got to get to bed. Will update you more tomorrow.Over and out, Hobbs" 
 
1 December 2009 - Perak Amanjaya International Eco Adventure - So tomorrow the racing starts. The racing which is 
being sponsored by the Local Government of Perak and staged by ZI Productions and ESPN STAR Sports, is four days of 
multisport which includes running, mountain biking, paddling, rafting, caving and abseiling. The race is being staged 
across the province and moves from resort to resort. The McCain Adventure Addicts team of Andre Gie and Graham Bird 
together with the McCain Adventure Fanatics team of Hanno Smit and Tatum Prins will be competing against 14 other 
teams from across the global. Racing promises to be fast. Tatum Prins wrote the following report: 
 
"We are in Malaysia!! I can’t believe it. 2 Weeks  ago I was sitting in Cape Town wondering what my  next adventure 
would be. Little did I know that today we would be sitting at the Belum Rainforest Resort. I wish I could add: ”and 
drinking G & T”, but they don’t serve alcohol here much to our disappointment!!! After a 5 hr drive from Kuala Lumpar 
we arrived at our first race venue, Belum Rainforest with its mystical forests and lakes surrounding us. The rain forest is 
over 130 million years in age and encompasses 300 000 hectares. Magical! Tomorrow we finally get to run through it. 
 
You are probably wondering how this all happened and why so last minute…don’t worry so were we. In fact we wondered if we were actually going to be picked up from the 
airport. The story goes that the local province of Perak had excess budget and wanted to promote the area by the end of the year!! The organization had only one month to 
prepare and they stipulated that they had to have, international teams, a challenging event and it had to be held at all the tourist hot spots. A rather large feat in a small 
amount of time… 
 
Well, they did it, because tomorrow is the start of the race. You would think we are on holiday with a race starting at 9h30am. What bliss! The first leg of the race is a 2.5 km 
run (with life jackets and harness on) to a bridge where we do the fastest abseil into the lake. From there we swim about 100m to our kayaks and head out to an island. Once 
we get to the island we run 1.5km through the forest and back to kayaks to paddle the last 4.5 km. Once we reach the shore we transition onto bikes for a 6 km undulating 
road, onto a 2km dirt road that heads down to the river, make a quick u turn and head back to the transition. Originally they were going to make us rollerblade 2km downhill 
but after seeing that half the field couldn’t actually stop they decided to make us run (good call). I can’t tell you how relieved we all are, especially Smelly. Then the final leg 
is a 2.5km run/sprint back to the finish…uphill! So as you can see it’s short and fast! Yes, my thoughts exactly, If I don’t fall over and die on this race it will be miracle! 
 
For now, over and out. The boys have to get their “snors” (their Movember growths) ready and I have to look pretty for the Perak general at the welcome dinner! Until 
tomorrow…Hobbs" 
 
25 November 2009 - Perak Amanjaya Eco Race 2009 - In preparation for the race in Malaysia starting on the 2 
Dec, the Addicts have received a schedule of the disciplines and racing for each day. To see the racing schedule 
click here to see a PDF.  
 
22 Novemeber 2009 - Perak Amanjaya Eco Race 2009 - The McCain Adventure Addicts have been invited to the 
Perak Eco Race in Malaysia. It is a multisport stage race over four days in the province of Perak and will be staged 
from the 2 - 6 December. Addicts Graham Bird, Tatum Prins, Hanno Smit and Andre Gie will be racing in teams of 
two, along with 18 other teams competing for U$10,000 prize money. Some info from the race packs: 
 
"The Perak Amanjaya International Eco Adventure 2009 is jointly organised by Institut Darul Ridzuan, ZI 
Production and ESPN STAR Sports. 
The race provides a dual-pronged strategy to promote the healthy and sporting activity among local youths as 
well as enhancing awareness of the tremendous potential of eco-tourism opportunities in the state. 
 
Each day’s race course should last approximately 5-8 hours. It is designed to challenge all adventure racing 
abilities. The event will see the participation of 20 international and local teams, with two members working 
closely in each team. 
 
The entire six-day competition requires each team to cover a total of 212 kilometres within an anticipated 
timing of 28 hours. Its exciting, tough and challenging components would put to test the team members’ 
physical and mental strengths, endurance, stamina, teamwork and perseverance. 
 

Among the locations are Banding-
Royal Belum; Taiping-Kuala Sepatang; 
Sungai Kampar-Gua Tempurung; and Pasir Salak-Pulau Pangkor. These locations, which are mainly 
in its natural environment, are ideal and excellent tourist destinations that have yet to be fully 
tapped and promoted nationally and internationally." 
 
Article from www.xtremesport4u.com  posted on the 4th November by lolajones - Not the Borneo 
eco-challenge but the Perak Amanjaya Eco Race 2009 instead: 
Some time ago, we did an article on the Borneo Eco-Challenge adventure race. This was in the 
early days when we were just discovering adventure racing as an extreme sport. The Borneo eco-
challenge was obviously a popular event as we have subsequently received many requests for 
further information.This event has not had a recent re-run. However,  ESPN STAR Sport Event 
Management and associates have come up with a new event:  the Perak Amanjaya Eco Race 2009. 
This is rather a last minute alert, but the whole race is a little bit last-minute anyway, which is 
why this year it is invitation only. However, the organisers intend this to be an annual event so 
bookmark it now for next year… 
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The race is due to begin on the 2nd December, completing by the 6th December, 2009 and promises to be an adventure race classic. It will include such disciplines as Trail 
Running, Kayaking, Mountain Biking, In-line Skating, Abseiling, Canyoning, Rapelling and Swimming… and the state government of Parak, Malaysia, will be hosting the event. 
Location, location, location. Don’t we hear that so often? Well, this event is definitely in a beautiful location. It begins in the Royal Belum State Park (rainforest) which is the 
largest continuous forest complex in Peninsular Malaysia and which crosses into Southern Thailand. It is estimated to be as old as 130 million years, making it older than the 
jungle of the Amazon or Congo – sorry, I can never resist a little history! Needless to say, some areas of this magnificent forest are being plundered by loggers… when will we 
ever learn? This region receives about 2,200 cm of rain per annum – so expect it to be wet! It also has its fair share of big cats, venomous snakes, elephant, Sumatran rhino’s 
plus a whole host of other bird and wildlife. 
  

The race starts at Banding Bridge which is the gateway to Royal Belum Rainforest. A quick run across the bridge and then 
an abseil down to the lake sets the event off to an exciting start. You then swim to a pontoon, get a kayak and paddle 
across to the lake shore where you will have to carry your kayak along a jungle trail to the next stretch of water where 
you will kayak back to the island, leave the kayak and run back to the bridge. An in-line skate across the bridge will bring 
the first day to a close. 
 
Day 2 starts at the foot hill of Taiping Hill where there will be a trail run to a waterfall. After canyoning down the 
waterfall competitors will run to Taiping Lake Garden (the first public garden established during the British rule in 
Malaysia), and in-line skate under the Golden Raintrees. From here there will be a mountain bike ride to the Kampung 
river mouth for another kayak to Kuala Sepetang and final run on the boardwalk to finish at the jetty of Kuala Sepetang. 
  
Day 3 will be a rest day but also a transfer from Taiping to Pasir Salak where the race will continue. Pasir Salak is the 
place where modern Malaysia took shape. It is where the independence 
movement against the British began and where the first British  resident of 
Perak, James W.W. Birch, was murdered on 2nd November, 1875. The 
rebellion of 1875 in Pasir Salak sowed the seeds of nationalism, which 
manifested itself in the form of opposition to colonialism, and to the 
formation of a Malayan Union, which ignited the flame of independence. 
Today Pasir Salak is an historical site whose purpose is to remind the younger 

generation of the events there and the fight against colonialism in Perak, and also to remember the struggle and the sacrifice of 
the warriors to uphold the dignity of the race and country. So, after yet another history lesson from me, I shall continue with the 
matter at hand – the eco-challenge adventure race: 
 
Day 4 kicks off with a mountain bike ride up to the beautiful Ulu Geruntum, which is the raft starting point. From here you white 
water raft down to Kampung Jahang run to the cave entrance to start the caving section and finish with a run to the finish line at 
Kampung Tengah. 
 
Day 5, the final day, starts at Pasir Salak with a mountain bike ride to Teluk Batik, kayak to Teluk Segadas at Pangkor Island, rapel 
down the rock, run to Teluk Dalam beach, swim in the sea in front of Teluk Dalam and finally finish at the beach of Teluk Dalam. 
 
For 2009 this event is open to teams of 2 persons only – male, female or co-ed; only 20 teams are invited and again, for this year, it 
is an ‘invitation only’ event. Teams are coming from Malaysia, Hong Kong, Macao, Thailand, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, 
USA and Finland. 
 
19 November 2009 - Merrill Eden Duo - On the 31st October the Merrill Eden Duo took place in Wilderness on the Western Cape 
Coast. The race involved a 150km course raced in pairs. The McCain Adventure Addicts had three teams entered and one solo. The McCain team of Hanno Smit and John Collins 
won the race, ahead of the other McCain team of Andre Gie and Mark Collins. Addict Graham Bird was third overall as a solo. The McCain chicks of Tatum Prins and Jeannette 
Walder won the ladies race.  
 
Jeannette wrote the following report: "So I decided I wanted to try and navigate a race and see if I could take a poor soul from start to finish. Tatum decided she'll be the 
guinea pig but luckily Eden Duo is in my back garden so I suppose she thought she would be semi safe racing with me. My tactic was also if I have the map she wont be able to 
drop cos this time I AM the most important equipment in the team. Well thank god I was the navigator, I died. Eden duo started this year at 5am on Saturday morning with a 
lovely refreshing kloof section up the Keimans river. I was the only idiot wearing a shortie wetsuit, the water was surprisingly pleasant. We made our way up to Saasveld 
where we climbed onto our bikes to make our way up the Montegu pass to Herold wines. I will admit I did get pulled by my partner due to her wanting to stay with Donavan 
to have chatties!! From Herold wines we hiked back over the mountains past Saasveld to Groenewalde. Back onto our bikes making our way to Karatra to get into the canoe to 
paddle towards the Swartvlei mouth. This is where the true race started with a run from Sedgfield to Wildreness, 25km of just beach. Lucky for us we hit it at low tide. All 
the category races where different from the open catefgory. The ladies race did not have to collect any checks points but the ladies decided we wanted to navigate so we 
where allowed to get the check points as optional points and gain 30 min per CP which would be subtracted from our finishing time. This made it a bit more technical having 
to decided if the check points where worth getting. Tatum and I got the 1st 5 check points and decided that the last 4 would not be worth it due to probably taking longer 
than the time bonuses we would gain. On our paddle, due to not having gone for 2 checks points on the cycle, we caught up with the leading open men's team Hanno and John 
Collins. They unfortunately didn't hang around for us and we saw them ahead of us along the beach run with their footsteps leaving a trail in the sea sand. We finished of 
with a short and beautiful calm paddle to the Ebb and Flow campsite where the finish was lit up with candles leading from the water up to the tent. It was a beautiful race 
with a amazing vibe and great sponsor Merrill and super organization. Thank you to Jan Heenop, Garth Flores and the team for a great race." 
 
18 October 2009 - Triple Challenge - Over the past weekend McCain Adventure Addicts Ryan Hodierne and Craig Carter-Brown competed in the Triple Challenge in the Valley 
of the thousand hills in KZN. Here's Ryan's report:  
 
"This year, being SA’s biggest 1 day multi-sport race, the Triple Challenge certainly was “triple the challenge”. Heading down through the midlands on Saturday morning, the 
weather closed in and looked set to stay blanketed over KZN for the weekend. In the afternoon, all multi-sport athletes had a compulsory boat check in ensuring we each had 
sufficient floatation, a splash cover and life-jacket which would’ve come in handy if we paddled that afternoon… the wind was howling and Inanda dam had wave sets better 
than Jeffrey’s Bay?! 
 
On race day Sunday morning, cosy beds were swapped for a wet and chilly 5am start from the Polly Shortts Spar just outside Maritzburg. At 5am sharp we set off on the 
20.5km trail run, soon realising it was to be a misty and muddy day out. The pace was fast from the beginning, with 6 of the Change a Life athlete’s setting a blistering pace 
up front getting many of the top favourites for the podium hot under the collar.  
 
Entering the 1st transition, Dan Hugo had company in the likes of Eric Zondi, who made it clear that Dan would have to work hard for his 4th consecutive TC win. In hot 
pursuit of the 2 front runners were Lucas Mthalane, Craig Carter-Brown, Cas van Ardenne and Nhlanhla Cele. At race briefing we were made aware that the bike route had 
some changes, little did we know what lay ahead! Included in this year’s MTB route was some of the most amazing single track I have ridden. The route had some break neck 
down hills, death defying hair-pin bends and yes, a little bit of bike pushing… but oh what an improvement from previous years. 
 
Coming into the 2nd transition, even with a few mechanicals on the bike Dan made the most of his biking prowess to open a gap on the very talented Eric Zondi and the rest 
of the chasing pack. Craig and Cas had worked together on the bike to minimize Dan’s damages and I chased hard making up some places on the bike to put on for the paddle 
in 5th position. 
 
The paddle had been shortened by a small margin for this years race, with the route being paddled in an anti-clockwise direction as per the clockwise direction from previous 
years. There were 2 portages en route, a short 150m stretch and a longer 2km portage breaking the 18km paddle up into 3 sections – 4km / 6km / 8km.  
 
Having paddled hard, Dan crossed the line with top honours for the 4th consecutive year, what an achievement! Eric, having made up 2 min in the paddled was not enough as 
he settled for an outstanding 2nd overall. Cas put in an interval run on the final portage to get away from Craig which landed him in 3rd place and Craig in 4th. I managed to 
stay in the boat this year, having improved my paddling skills from beginner to novice but unfortunately lost 4 places to the paddlers ending me up in 9th overall, with a 
finish time of almost 1hr better than last year!! 
 
A huge thanks goes out to Max and his crew for an unbelievable event once again. The Triple challenge, I believe is an event that could hold its own on the world stage of 
multi-sport. Check out the compilation clip from the 2009 event at www2.triplechallenge.co.za… it is sure to get your heart yearning for next years event. Race Yourself in 
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the Triple Challenge 2010" 
 
17 October 2009 - A BICYCLE TOUR FROM LHASA TO KATHMANDU - Adventure Addict Garren Soutar 
undertook a cycle tour in Nepal together with his wife. Here is his report: 
 
After a year of too much work and not enough play, I decided it was time for a decent adventure 
holiday. I spent some time browsing websites looking for an exciting trekking destination and stumbled 
across a mountain bike tour from Lhasa to Kathmandu. I ran the idea past Jenni, and it was a pretty 
simple decision that this was the tour for us, and before we knew it we were on the plane flying into 
Kathmandu.  
 
The first couple of days we spent exploring the many temples in the Kathmandu valley before climbing 
on another flight across the Himalayas (and our first sighting of Mt. Everest) to Lhasa. We spent three 
lazy days in Lhasa to give our bodies some time to acclimatise to the altitude. These days were spent 
visiting some of the many temples and monasteries in and around Lhasa, including the famous Potala 

Palace. This was also a 
good time to get to know 
the diverse bunch people 
who had joined the 
group, which was made 
up of 15 people from 8 
different countries.  
After about a week of 
sight seeing and no 
exercise our trans-
Himalayan biking 
adventure finally started 
from in front of the 
Potala Palace and 
headed out across the 
Tibetan plateau, 
following the Tsangpo 
River to our first camp at 
the foot of the Kamba 
Pass. 
 
The next day we tackled 
our first mountain pass, 

which took as from our camp at 3600m to 4800m over a distance of about 22km. The pass wasn’t all 
that steep, but the altitude had as all gasping for air. The views from the top of the pass were 
spectacular and definitely worth the effort of the climb. The rest of the day we cycled along the edge of Lake Yamdru  and reached an amazing camp site at an altitude of 
about 4400m by late afternoon. This camp was about 800m higher than the previous night and we all 
battled to sleep and one of the members of the group developed altitude sickness, but luckily didn’t 
require evacuation. 
 
After such an amazing day of cycling on day 2 we didn’t think that things could get much better, but 
we were wrong. On the third day we climbed the gentle Karo Pass, which at just over 5000m, took us 
up into the surrounding glaciers. We stayed at the top of the pass admiring the glaciers for as long as 
we could tolerate the cold wind before heading down the other side of the pass towards the town of 
Gyantse.  We spent the next four days cycling along broad valleys at around 4000m without any 
major passes. On the eighth cycling day we climbed the high Lhakpa La Pass (5200m), and were 
rewarded with our first distant views of the Himalayas from Tibet.We started our Mt. Everest detour 

after the town of 
Shegar, and wound 
our way up the 
endless switchbacks 
of Pang Pass (5150m), 
from the top of which 
we could see Mt. 
Everest, Lhotse, 
Makalu, Cho Uyo, 
Shishapangma and 
several other 
tremendous peaks. We enjoyed lunch at the top of the pass and watched the 8000m peaks 
break out from the clouds from time to time. After lunch we head down some awsome single 
track into the Rongbuk valley.  
  
The 10th day was a gradual climb up the Rongbuk valley towards Mt Everest base camp. We 
approached every bend in the road eagerly, hoping to get a glimpse of the highest mountain in 
the world. When it eventually came into view after about 30km of cycling, there wasn’t a single 
cloud on the mountain, I jumped off my bike and scrambled up a nearby peak to take photos 
before the clouds developed around the mountain. We camped for two nights at the Rongbuk 
Monastery just 
below Mt Everest, 
and took a leisurely 
ride up to base 

camp (5200m) on our rest day to get as close as we could to Mt Everest without being arrested by 
the Chinese army. Mt Everest remained cloudless for the two nights we were there and I found it 
hard to stop staring at the mountain and taking photographs just in case the next time I looked it 
had disappeared into the clouds. In such calm weather, the mountain didn’t look intimidating at all 
and I regretted not been able to climb higher – Perhaps next time? 
     
We left Mt Everest thinking that the tour was almost over, but there were still 5 days of cycling and 
another three 5000m passes to cross before we started the big decent into Nepal. From the top of 
our final pass (Thang La 5050m), which was covered in a fresh dusting of snow, we dropped down 
into Nepal along an amazing road that seemed to cling to the edge of the mountain.As we 
descended, the landscape changed from the cold and barren plateau to humid and lush valleys with 
waterfalls literally falling across the road, to finally reach our lowest point of 650m, a total descent 
of 4400m.One final very hot and humid day and one surprise pass took as back into the chaos of 
Kathmandu. 
 
4 October 2009 - Robberg Express on the 26 Sept 2009 - McCain 
Adventure Addict Jeannette Walder was there, finishing first women 
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and a very impressive third place overall, which was adjusted to second place with the Gender based system in operation. Addict Tatum Prins did the Robberg Raggie, which 
involved the MTB and run, finishing an a Gender based adjusted postion of second overall. 
 
Jeannette Walder had this to say: "What a awesome race, even though it is in my own back yard one tends to get a bit blaze about the stunning place we have available to us 
to train in and you tend to forget about them due to always being there. But luckily for me Magnetic South remembers theses special places and put on the best, awesome, 
professional races there is.  Robberg express consists of a 40 km mnt bike thru the natural harkerville forest, a 8km hard technical run around Robberg and a surfski paddle in 
the beautiful Plettenberg  Bay. We started off at 8am sharp with the cycle, with about 70 very keen enthusiastic people setting off into the deep dark forest. I was huffing and 
puffing on the 1st hill which was only 20m from the start. I thought this is to fast.....I will die on the run but then I would die anyway so tried my best to keep up, I got to the 
transition at Robberg. A quick change of shoes and off I went and yes I did die a very slow death, oh my gosh it was worse then I though my big theory of walking the ups went 
out the window. I basically walked the flats as well.....not something I want to admit to, but unfortunately I had witnesses. It felt like hours before I arrived back to the 
transition with all the happy enthusiastic faces shouting encouragement made my death seem like heaven. A nice easy down hill run to the beach which after the paddle had 
to be conquered up!!! It was great to be back in the sea. We had nice flat conditions with Southern right whales jumping and playing next to us. I  seemed to recover on the 2 
lap paddle because to my surprise I could run up the whole way back to the Finish line.  What a welcome from the spectators and the Magnetic South team. Thank to a 
awesome race, the organization as always tops."   
 
4 October 2009 - HiTec Southern Storm Extreme Duathlon - Ryan Hodierne's report from the event staged from the 19 - 24  
September 2009 (images from Jacques Marais). Checkout www.southernstorm.co.za for full race reports and results: "Six days 
within the month of September saw the start of the inaugural Southern Storm Duathlon event, hosted and conducted by the 
flawless Knysna based Magnetic South team. The event saw no less than 100 crazy mountain enthusiasts take on a traverse of 
the Garden route, starting from the Storms river mouth, marking the start of the African Otter trail run and ending at the 
sleepy coastal town of Wilderness. In all, a total of ± 100km of the most amazing trail running terrain together with just over 
200km of epic mountain biking trails – a recipe for one of the most spectacular events on the continent. 

 
DAY 1 
The afternoon of Saturday the 19th gave competitors the 
chance to prove their speed and worth in the trail running 
prologue on a much scaled down version of the Otter trail run to determine the starting order for the next 
day’s monster, the 42km African Otter Trail run. The majority of competitors opted to only do the prologue & 
Otter run, which was an event within 
itself, possibly the wiser choice?! 
 
DAY 2 
An early morning wake-up in the camp 
site had nervous competitors rustling 
around getting all their gear and 
hydration sorted for the day – this was a 
huge topic of debate the previous 
evening, as we were told that there was 
little water en route and all athletes 

were required to carry stipulated compulsory / safety kit. With a staggered start heading off at sunrise, 
the pace settled quickly as we all knew it 
would be a long day out. The first 5kms 
proved technical, getting a taste of what 
the day had in store for us. Day 1, 2 and 3 
along the hiking trail seemed to go by with 
relative ease, with the front runners 
passing the halfway mark in 2h 20mins. The 
fourth day seemed the longest and included the scary Bloukrans River crossing, which actually turned out to be 
relatively simple. Along the route, many of the athletes had sightings of a pair of whales that seemed to follow 
the trail – one can only imagine what was going through their minds with all the crazy humans scuttling along the 
shore? The record for the Otter run going into the race was 5hrs 12mins for the 42km route set by the infamous 
John Collins. This time, the predicted 5hr barrier was broken, but only just. Ian Don Wouchoppe, who doesn’t run, 
he floats… managed the 5hr barrier with only a few seconds to spare, with the previous record holder coming in 
2nd, 2mins later and Rohan “the whippet” Kennedy in 3rd with a time of 5hr 12mins, matching the old record. 
 
DAY 3  
With the days start set for 11h00, it was a relaxed morning in preparation for the 8km run around the Robberg 
peninsula outside Plettenberg bay, before the 50km ride up to Diepwalle for the overnight stop. The Robberg run 
is one I would recommend to any trail blazer or hiker, it hosts amazing sea views and technical terrain ranging 
from dune sand to boardwalk running and rock hopping, it is sure to keep any enthusiast grinning. For the ride up 
to the Diepwalle tea garden, it was uphill for the majority of the way, riding from seaside up into the surrounding 
mountain ranges through pine & indigenous forests, crossing parts of the popular Harkerville mountain bike trails. 
The overnight camp next to the Diepwalle Tea Garden was to be a wet one, as rainy weather came rolling in, late 
afternoon. Many of the tents sprung leaks through the night, with most athlete’s waking up surrounded by puddles 
– I somehow had a good nights rest!? 
 
DAY 4 
We had a blistering start on the fourth, cold and miserable day. The 
mornings 8km run took us through some amazing indigenous forests 
meandering in and around and up and down some slippery slopes with 
some steep climbs along what was called the Elephant walk… it would 
be a tight fit for even a baby ellie in there!? From there after a quick 
transition on to our bikes, we raced down the first hill and two of us 
went straight through the first corner and ended up in the bush 
needless to say, with eyes like saucers… we were now awake. The rest 
of the 60km ride proved to be the most technical stretch in the event, 

with climbs requiring great GREAT granny gears and technical frame bending descents having to be negotiated. By this stage, the 
dreaded lactate creeper had bitten into fatigued Otter run muscles; it was all too evident when watching the athletes crossing the 
finish line and struggling to hop off their bikes to hobble along to the food table, that’s if they could make it there…?  
The evening was spent in farm surrounds at the beautiful Portland Manor who welcomed the Southern Stormers with open arms and 
treated the athletes like royalty. 
 

DAY 5 
This was the first day we started off on our bikes, being the longest bike leg at 
70km. Starting off, we had an easy 8km neutral zone as we were lead out by one of 
the Land Rovers before setting off down a hair raising descent. This was followed by 
a long steep climb and rolling hills through farmlands and forests, along some fast 
and furious tar sections through energy sapping soft sand (everyone will have their 
own comments here) as we fought the gale into the quaint coastal settlement of 
Buffalo Bay. After racking the bikes in the transition overlooking Buffalo Bay main 
beach, we took off through the town and along the beach for a few km’s before taking on the surrounding dunes and fynbos. 
The day proved to be a long one with sore bums becoming the order of the day, having been the day with the longest bike leg. 
The evening’s festivities took place in the welcoming Buffalo Bay restaurant where we were treated to an assorted buffet of 
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chicken and fish to feed our hungry tummies. That night we camped in the Buffalo Bay campsite, only a hop and a skip from the raging blue sea.  
 
DAY 6 
The final day! Waking up to calmer seas and a picture perfect sunrise, I knew that it would 
have to be the last day… one day longer, and I don’t think I’d be writing this report �. At 
8h00 sharp we marched into the mist for 2km, being led out by the Hi-Tech banner to 
where the morning’s 14km run was to start on the beach. The run took athletes along the 
beach for 4km’s before veering off into the Gaukamma beach reserve to tackle the dunes 
and to dodge the mole holes and puff-adders that we had been warned about through the 
mornings briefing. Having completed the run, all the athlete’s were transferred back into 
the surrounding forestry mountains for the demanding final stretch home. We had to piece 
our bikes together from the bike boxes as quickly as we could to make the 12h00 start. 
Being told that the route was predominantly downhill baffled the entire field once on the 
route. The first 10km was a gradual climb which killed most riders before continuing along 
an undulating path (not downhill) to the first en route run, the Mole Rat run. With the 6km 
run in the bag, we were back out on our bikes for the windiest, most unfriendly ride into 
Wilderness for the final run along the Pied Kingfisher hiking trail that lead athlete’s into 

the cosy overnight resort of Ebb & 
Flow. All finishers were met by 
kamikaze knysna loerie’s flying 
around and a cheering and 
welcoming crowd. What a 
day...What an EVENT!! The closing 
evening played out well into the night with the award ceremony of the top 5 men and women as follows: 
  
MEN 

    
WOMEN 

   
Visuals of the event were put together by the super talented media crew, with athletes and all involved sharing war stories through the night, that included numerous thrills 
and spills of all kinds and forms as experienced throughout the event. The 2009 Southern Storm duathlon event, as put together by the unbelievable Magnetic South crew was 
one of world class standard with the organisation, scenery, terrain and the odd sting in the tail (more often than not) making it a priceless experience I was so fortunate to 
have been a part of. A great thanks goes out to all the sponsors of the event who have made the Southern Storm possible and have helped it to be such a memorable life 
experience, keeping the competitors wild at heart. 
 
As for the McCain Addicts – Tatum “the Hobbit” Prins who had entered for the Otter trail run only, had a stormer of a prologue but unfortunately had to pull out of the Otter 
due to a reoccurring injury, what a pity. For the captain Graham “Tweet” Bird, the race became more of an adventure, finishing in 11th place overall in a time of 
22:49:42...pretty respectable regarding the circumstances. As for me, Ryan “rye rye” Hodierne, I managed a 4th place overall with an Otter run time of 5hr 27min and an 
accumulated time of 20:14:31 for the entire event. Competition was tough and the terrain and disciplines even tougher, however the experience will be in our minds for 
months to come and next year’s event is already in our diaries as a must do!  
 
22 September 2009 - Hi-Tec Southern Storm - Ryan Hodierne checks in: "Its day 4 in the inaugural Southern Storm duathlon 
event and each morning we are woken up with cheerful smiles from the Magnetic South crew, motivating all of us on for the 
days adventures. Fatigue has crept into every athlete’s body at this stage – it is all too evident in and around the camp site 
with bodies strewn across the massage beds and strange catwalk like walking techniques between the food stations and the 
athlete tents.   
 
The epic Otter run on day 2 started the whole event off on a high note, with day 3 and 4 exceeding our expectations with the 
stunning sea views, mountain top traverses and beautiful forest meanders. This event is truly one to be remember for a life 
time and never to be missed for the years to come. 
 
The top five is proving to be a bit of a tussle with the likes of Ian Don Wouchoppe, Cas van Ardenne, Dawid Labascagne, 
Dominique Wills and Ryan Hodierne with a few others knocking on the door for a top 5 placing. 
  
With only two days left, I find it hard to believe that it could get any better than what we have so far experienced?! With the Magnetic South crew behind it all, we can only 
wait and see…. 
 
16 September 2009 - Hi-Tec Southern Storm - This weekend sees the start of the inaugural Hi-Tec Southern Storm, which is 
sure to become one of the iconic multi-sport, multi-day off-road events in the country. The event starts with a 40km trial run 
along one of South Africa’s premier hiking routes, the World famous Otter Trial. Competitors will be let off in intervals early on 
Sunday morning, with a 9 hour cut off, with the leaders expected to take 5 hours to complete the 5 day hiking trial. The race 
then winds it self through the beaches, reserves and forests as it makes it way from Tsitskamma to Wilderness from Monday to 
Thursday. A variety of trial runs and mountain biking legs will see the athletes experience the vast beauty of possibly South 
Africa’s best adventure sport region. Competitors will be accommodated in overnight camps after each days of events and are 
sure to be looked after by five star event organisers Magnetic South. Check out the Hi-Tec Southern Storm website at 
www.southernstorm.co.za for full race details as well as route maps and Google earth tracks. 
 
Addicts’ Graham Bird and Ryan Hodierne will be competing in the full five day event, with the addict’s resident Hobbit, Tatum 
Prins competing in just the One Day Otter Run event.  The team is looking forward to a fun, adventure filled week.  Graham and Ryan will be sending in daily posts from the 
days events. Watch this space. 
 
7 September 2009 - UGE Events - Thabela Thabeng Adventure Festival - Ryan Hodierne checks in: "This past weekend saw McCain Addicts 

 Name Otter Run Overall

1 Ian Don Wouchope 4:59:02   19:05:37

2 Dawid Labaschagne   5:24:39  19:25:25

3 Cas van Ardenne 5:33:54  19:51:41

4 Ryan Hodierne 5:27:12   20:14:31

5 Nick Bester  5:33:04 20:19:47

 Name Otter Run Overall

1 Sue Don Wouchope 5:58:07 22:11:55

2 Hanlie Booyens 6:49:47  23:25:16

3 Rhona Zonnestein 6:36:09 25:09:09

4 Kirsty Scott 6:27:09 25:52:20

5 Sarah Scott   6:25:59 26:11:15
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Graham Bird & Ryan Hodierne head down to the quaint little town of Parys for the Thabela Thabeng AR Festival & Dome run. Being the first truly hot weekend since the chilly 
winter that has just passed, it was set to be steamer both weather wise and due to the quality of competitors that had lined up for the weekend. 
 

The sprint AR on the Saturday, consisted of 4 legs – long bike / long run / short bike / short run; that could be done in any alternating 
order. We strategically decided to take on the short cycle 1st. It was a route including a fun little ropes task where we played follow-
the-leader through trees, over ladders and under a cargo net. For the 2nd leg, we headed into the neighbouring mountains for the 
long hike collecting CP’s in marshlands and in deserted mine tunnels along the way. From there we took on the long (+- 20km) bike 
which meandered around a mountain range and took us down a rocky little track where we took off on foot to locate a hidden CP in 
one of 6 mine tunnels. Once we found it, we rocketed down to the transition for the last and most rewarding stretch home, the short 
run, which included a 500m tubing stretch in the Vaal River. The chilly water was refreshing and triggered a few muscle cramps 

before we got out for the last run home. Even though we had taken the long route round on the bike we managed to cross the finish line in 1st place in a time of 2h45. It was a 
long Sprint race and included some very rewarding scenery for the long climbs, the terrain was tough but manageable. By the sounds 
of it, a great day was had by all who took part. Check out the google tracks from the AR Sprint race here (courtesy of the new POLAR 
RS800CX wrist receiver) 
  
On sunday the 08h00 start saw a good group of trail enthusiasts ready themselves for an 18km trail run in and around the Mountains of 
Thabela Thabeng. The first flat stretch of 6 km was fast paced, after which we took to the mountains for the following 12km. The 
terrain varied from rocky jeep track to thorny, even rockier single track, traversing mountain tops and racing through dried up river 
beds going over, around and sometimes through little thorn bushes en route. I managed a third place in a time of 1hr29min with 
Graham coming in a very credible 6th only 6min behind. Check out the google tracks from the Trail Run here (courtesy of the new 
POLAR RS800CX wrist receiver) 
 
Thanks to UGE Events for another great ADVENTUROUS weekend away!" 
 
25 August 2009 - The Hi-Tec Puffer, 80km ultra marathon - The McCain Adventure 
Addicts' racing Hobbit was in action at this past weekends Hi-Tec Puffer in Cape Town. 
Here's her report: "I always thought I would never go near the Hi-Tec Puffer as the 1st 
23km’s is on tar and being the trail purist that I am I was never going to subject myself 
and my joints to the hard pack. Well, I lied. This last Saturday I did it and loved it. It 

really is a truly spectacular 
race starting at Cape Point 
and ending at Ferryman’s in 
the Waterfront. The start was 
a fresh, dark one at 5h30am. I 
was so nervous. Especially 
about how I would feel after the tar section and My lack of focus on the event. I feared it was going to be a pain 
fest of note… 
 
Bang on 5h30 we set off, iPod in my ears, black diamond headlamp on my head and my Montrail shoes on my feet. 
I felt fantastic and alive running in the reserve, stars shining brightly above us and lights in the distance. My plan 
for the race was to hang back for the majority of the race and provided I felt good I was hoping to pick it up and 
pass people from Constantia Neck. Well, that didn’t work. I felt too good and ran the tar a bit quicker than I had 
wanted to. Feeling a bit flat at the top of Red Hill I 
slowed up and lost a couple more minutes to Linda who 
was the leading the lady. I was happy with this but 
getting nervous that I was losing the contact. I picked it 
up a bit from Die Ou Wa Pad and stormed on despite the 
first signs of cramp in my calves. By the time I got to 
Silvermine I was just 3 minutes behind. I had gained 2 
minutes. Lofts, Tweet and my family were cheering me 
on and I got even more determined. I felt focused and 
unstoppable. Again I put the iPod in my ears, breathed 
though some more cramps and ran level 5 at a good 
pace. I knew I was gaining on her but I just wasn’t sure 
how much. At this stage I had only passed 2 guys so 
either everyone ahead was feeling fabulous or I wasn’t 
actually going that well. As I got to Vlakkenberg I saw 
Linda about 2 minutes ahead. I put my head down and 
went. I passed 2 more guys. That gave me the 
confidence to quicken my pace and I ran down to 
Constantia  Nek. I didn’t stop, my supporters were a 

blur and I was amped. Cas ran up the mtn to tell me I had passed Linda at the checkpoint. I hadn’t realized,  I just 
wanted to go. I felt like a bull in a ring, huffing and puffing and gritting my teeth like never before. She was only a 
minute behind but I was starting to take strain. My cramps were hitting hard on the concrete road and she was 
coming at me like a speed train. She overtook and I just couldn’t keep with her. Just before Maclears I stopped to 
look back at Cape Point, wow……….that was where we had come from. It was spectacular! I got goosebumps. My 
elated feeling didn’t last long. As I got to the top of Maclears my cramps hit me hard. I could just manage to shuffle, 
something between a walk and a jog but I am not sure I can call it a jog. Things just got worse as I descended 
Platteklip but half way down they came back and I started to run. Once again I started to gain on her. By the time I 
got to the bottom of Signal Hill I was 2 min behind and I could see her ahead. I tried my hardest to run faster but I 
just couldn’t. This time I felt like a bull in a ring being poked with a hot rod but it just wasn’t enough.  
 
I finally got to the finish after 8h30/ 6th overall/ 2nd lady in. I was exhausted but happy. I did all I could do and that 
was my best! What a great feeling and what an awesome race. A huge THANK YOU to my hubby and family for 
seconding and to my very special friends who ran sections with me. You guys are amazing and I owe you HUGE!!! 
Over and out, Hobbs." 
 
12 August 2009 - HESSEQUA Challenge - Last Friday saw the McCain Adventure Addicts team of Graham Bird, Hanno 
Smit, Tatum Prins and Jeannette Walder, line up for the Hessequa Challenge which started just outside Riversdale in 
the Western Cape. This adventure race saw the teams doing a 30km hike in the Langeberg, mountain biking 64km to 
the coast, 16km beach hike, 16km mountain bike, 12km hike, 20km mountain bike and finally a 25km paddle finishing 
just outside Stillbaai. The Addicts built up a comfortable lead of over 4 hours within the first 16 hours of the race, 
before having a disasterous night with some poor navigation. The Addicts wondered around not to sure where they 
were before sleeping for two hours to wait for day light.  They eventually finished the hike in 10 hours, something that 
should have taken them 4 hours, over 1 hour behind the leading pair. I "gear down" in the last five hours of the race 
saw them real in the pair and win by a few minutes.  The race route was wonderful with extremely beautiful sections, 
something you always get on a Jan Henoop Race. Thanks to Jan and his team. 
 

29 July 2009 - SportsGuide Multisport Magazine - Checkout the latest edition of 
Sportsguide magazine with the McCain Adventure Addicts on the cover. The magazine 
includes a feature on the Addicts experiences at Bimbache Extreme as well as some gear 
tips from Graham Bird. Download a free copy of this magazine from their website at 
www.sportsguide.co.za 

Polar
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21 July 2009 - Jeep Multisport Series Race - The past Sunday saw the staging of the first race in the Jeep Multisport Series at Albert Falls 
dam in Kwazulu Natal. The series comprises four races over the next two months as a build up to the Powerade Triple Challenge. These 
Jeep Multisport races comprise a 5km trail run, followed by a 20km mountain bike and finally a 5km paddle. The races are held at 
beautiful dams around KZN and attract around 500 competitors to the races. The have a variety of secondary races on the day for those 
not so adventurous as well as the kids. A great day out for the whole family. 
 
McCain Adventure Addicts Graham Bird and Craig Carter-Brown were at the race on 
Sunday. Craig had a great run and was up with the leading contenders as they 

transitioned onto the bikes, with Graham a further 2mins back. A major error by the leading athletes, including Craig, saw 
them getting lost at the start of the bike leg, taking them out of contention. Graham, following the correct course, had a 
blinder of a bike leg, coming into the transition first with approximately a two minute lead over the chasing pack. Graham 
successfully held onto the lead over the final 5km paddle to record a memorable win in a time of 1h38. Graham had this to 
say: "It was a brilliant race. The course was just fantastic, with the singletrack on both the run and bike legs being 
awesome. Well done to the team at Max Cluer Sports Marketing for a great event." 
 
12 July 2009 - Duesouth Xterra, Knysna - Addicts Jeannette Walder and Graham Bird where there. Jeannette Walder wrote 
in: "I decided the night before that I wanted to do Xterra, having missed out on all the fun and action of the festival, I 
thought I have to do one thing at least and oh boy did I pay for it. I knew there was a reason why I don't do theses to often, 
the boys and girls left me in the starting blocks finishing the 1st lap while I was still trying to warm up my engine. The course 
started with a fast, very fast 3km run around the Pezula residential area. Then onto the bike which sounds like the easy one, 
only 23km, but let me tell you they found every damn hill they could in the forest, it consisted of jeep track, a bit of single 
track and hills. I would love to boast that my diesel engine kicked in at the cycle but alas it didn't I got passed by school 
boys, gran pa's, team mates but everybody was pretty friendly not shouting to much abuse at my red huffing and puffing 
face. Off the bike and onto the last leg a 7km trail run through Pezula along fynbos and forest paths. This is where finally my 
engine decided to kick in a bit, I passed a few people not many but at least some including my team mate Tweety bird who I 
think took pity on me after saying I haven't raced for so long. I came 5th in the ladies which I don't think is to shabby for this 
granny here. The athletes out there are just phenomenal and super inhuman. But it was so great to see so many tackling this 
event with determination but also with laughter and fun. So granny is hooked again into racing so watch this space for 
more.....I wish..tatata" 
 

10 July 2009 - 
Salomon Adventure 
Nights - Another action 
pack few days for the 
Addicts. The past 
weekend so the McCain 
addicts dominate the 
Salomon Adventure 

Night events. Hanno Smit teamed up with Desert runner, Ryan 
Sanders to win the Petzl Nite Run, edging out the other two McCain 
teams. Andre Gie and Jan Schutte finished second, while Graham 
Bird and Capestorm's Ian little where third. Tatum Prins and Cas van 
Aardene won the mixed event.  On the Capestorm Night Bike, Andre 
Gie and Jan Schutte dominated, with Graham Bird and Hanno Smit 
finishing fifth, while Tatum Prins and Cas van Aardene where second 
in the mixed event.   
 
Tatum Prins had this to say: "Another awesome weekend has just 
gone by. Cas van Aardene and myself headed up to Knysna to meet 
the rest of the McCain Addicts. Originally we were doing the 85km 
mtb and the Cape Storm Night Bike and Petzl Night Run. After much 
deliberation we figured if we really wanted to do well In the two 
night 2 events we would just do the 50km mtb nice and easy and go 
hard at the night events. That was exactly what we did…  We paired 
up for both events and went crazy! So crazy that I think my heart 
rate was the highest it’s ever been. The night run route was 
awesome. Loads of climbing (not so awesome) little kloofs and some 
great tracks. We ran our butts off and I have honestly never been 
that broken! We were super happy when we heard we got 1st place 
in the mixed and 3rd overall! The night bike course was just as good, 
we managed to come in 2nd mixed but I am not going to lie. I was 
tired. Cas was an absolute machine in these 2 events, when I 
bombed he dragged me up the hills just hammering away. It was like 
watching a well oiled piece of machinery. “Thanks Nova, you really 
are incredible” A HUGE thank you to the Magnetic South team. WOW - do these guys and gals know how to put on an event. Amazing yet again, thank you! Then my final bit of 
reflection. (you are all getting to me by now and I like my bit of reflection) I sat back on the Sunday Night watching everyone for a few moments and again just felt so 
privileged and fortunate to be a part of this great outdoor community we are in. We all meet a couple times a year, and it is like we have never been apart. We shoot the 
breeze, laugh, drink (waaaay to much) party our socks off and you know what… we just live life! We are so lucky! Over and out. Hobs" 
 

29 June 2009 - Salomon Adventure Nights & Salomon Featherbed Trail Run - This weekend sees 
the McCain Adventure Addicts heading down to Knysna for the Pick n Pay Knysna Oyster Festival. The 
Saturday evening will see the Addicts competing in the first event of the Salomon Adventure Nights, 
which is the Petzl Night Run.This event is done in teams of two and involves running around a 12km 
trail, navigating via a rally style route book, AT NIGHT!!  The second event in the Salomon Adventure 
Night series takes place on the Sunday evening and is the Capestorm Night Bike. As with the Petzl 
Night run, teams of two tackle a 20km mountain bike route, navigating 
via the rally style route books.  These two events promise to be a load 

of fun, with the pre activities and post parties definitely the highlight of the events!!  
 

Next event on the festival calendar for the Addicts will be the Salomon Featherbed Trail Run. This 
event takes place on the Tuesday, with two events being staged, one in the morning and one in the 
afternoon to accomodate the huge numbers who have entered for this event. The event involves a 
ferry trip across the Knysna lagoon to Featherbed Nature Reserve on the western head, where a 
13km and 8km trail run start. Both runs involve a run around the Featherbed Nature reserve, before heading across the lagoon on the railway bridge and 
finishing back in Knysna, for another festive night of partying! Again an awesome event and one not to be missed. 
 

Both these events are organised by world class race organisers, Magnetic South. Check out their website for further details about these events. www.magneticsouth.net 
 
23 June 2009 - Hansa Old Fisherman's Trail Challenge - Tatum Prins did this event over the past weekend and had this to say: "This past 
Saturday I thought it was time to come out of hibernation after Spain, and do what is one of the most beautiful trail runs around Cape 
Town. The HANSA Old Fisherman’s Trail Challenge is an impressively beautiful 22km trail challenge between Hout Bay and Fish Hoek, 
across Kalk Bay Mountains, Constantia Mountains and Chapman’s Peak.  The direction of the race is alternated each year to keep things 
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interesting.  This year the run was from Hout Bay to Fish hoek. Supposedly the “down” route… The start as usual is fast and pacey and almost immediately I was off the pace, 
but with Blackburn Ravine close by I managed to catch up a bit. I ran the rest of the run at a comfy consistent pace and ended up in 4th place/ 5 min behind the wining lady. 
All in all it was a great day out and a wonderful way to get rid of the cobwebs! Thank you to Claire and her team for such a well organised event. It truly is a beauty!" 
 
17 June 2009 - SportsGuide Multisport Magazine - McCain Adventure Fanatic's race report from Swazi Extreme features in 
the latest edition of SportsGuide Magazine. Download a free copy of this magazine from there website at 
www.sportsguide.co.za 
 
6 June 2009 - Bimbache Xtreme 2009 Race Reports & Photos - Graham "Tweet" Bird, Tatum "Hobbit" Prins, Andre "el G-
spot" Gie, Mark "McCormack" Collins have all sent through their thoughts and feelings about the race. Legendary 
Photojournalist Jacques "Snorat" Marias has sent through some awesome images from the race. So best you get a cuppa 
and continue reading the reports here and see the images here.   
 
27 May 2009 - McCain Claims 4th Place in Spain - McCain Adventure Addicts once again cemented their 
position as one of SA’s leading adventure racing teams with a Top 5 finish at Bimbache Extrem, the Meridiano 
Raid Adventure Race held in Castilla y León, Spain, last week.   
 
Team McCain Adventure Addicts faced off against twenty five teams from around the world at Bimbache Extrem 
2009, now firmly established as one of Europe’s foremost expedition events. A quality field, including 
competitors from as far afield as France, the Canary Islands, Australia, Sweden, Estonia and Portugal, gathered 
at Vegacervera in the Castilla Region of northern Spain, to set off on this gruelling race on May 18th, 2009.  

 
As one of the premier adventure races on the European 
circuit, Bimbache Extrem did not disappoint, and 
competitors set off at a blistering pace along the 
nearly 500km long route. ‘We have to set off slowly or 
die’, said Tatum Prins as the four South Africans racers 
waited at the start, and then continued to explain that 
they were in unfamiliar territory as they were to set 
off on in-line skates along a murderous climb to the 
Valporquero Caves. 
 
Despite never having raced on roller-blades before, the 
McCain Adventure Addicts did well, managing to stick 
to the middle of the field, before slogging onto a 5-
hour trek into the surrounding limestone ranges. The 
caving stage that followed tested them and the rest of 
the athletes, especially those with claustrophobia, as 
they negotiated narrow tunnels and a subterranean 
river to a slippery waterfall abseil. 
 
With 

the Scandinavian teams of Multisport Finland and Explore 
Sweden putting down the hammer, McCain Adventure Addicts 
had no choice but to go full tilt, managing to move up to 7th 
position as they biked into the first night. Mark Collins, the late 
replacement for Hanno Smit, did not look forward to the MTB 

stages, 

commenting afterwards that these hike-a-bikes ‘took longer than some years of my life’. 
 
Bimbache Extrem, while certainly living up to its reputation as one of Europe’s toughest multi-sport races, also proved to 
be one of the most scenic courses the team had ever done. The gloriously scenic and remote provinces of Palencia and 
Leon provided a perfect backdrop for this amazing race, with everything from the snow-capped peaks of the Picos de 
Europa and Sierra de Manpodre, to the aquamarine waterfalls and rapids of rivers such as the Rio Esla. 
 
Scenery, however, was far from uppermost in the racers’ mind as they kayaked and rafted their way into Day 2. By now, 
the McCain Adventure Addicts had moved past Sweden into 5th place, hot on the heels of Buff Thermocool (Spain) and 
Vibram Sport 2000 from France. Their superb paddling soon moved them up another position and, with 45 hours of racing 
behind them, the South Africans took their compulsory 4hr sleep lying 
4th. 
 
Drama was the name of the game during the final stages of the 
Bimbache Extrem race. Four hours of sleep over a 3-day period of 
intensive racing is sure to take it’s toll, and the Sleep Monster struck 
Buff Thermocool on the final dark zone MTB leg, allowing McCain to 
slip into 3rd position. They fought gallantly for their podium spot, but 
the resurgent Explore Sweden team recovered brilliantly to grab 
second position behind Multisport Finland, with Vibram Sport 2000 and 
McCain Adventure Addicts hot on their heels. 
 
The importance of Bimbache Extrem was confirmed when Geof Hunt, 

director of the AR World Series, announced that the event has been earmarked as World Championship for 2010. ‘This is 
important for us, as we can now look at returning to Bimbache in 2010, and utilising all the experience we gained here in 
Castilla’, said team captain Graham Bird. ‘It took us 86 hours to make it across the finish line’, he added, ‘but it was worth 
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every cramp and ache and blister’! 
 
Bird, together with Mark Collins (Knysna), Andre Gie (Knysna) and Tatum Prins (Cape Town) took away €2 000 in prize money for their gargantuan effort. Their primary 
sponsor, McCain Foods Limited, is an international leader in the frozen food industry, and has an extensive product range aimed at people striving for an active and well-
balanced lifestyle. Other official sponsors include apparel manufacturer CapeStorm (a winner of the Proudly South African Award) as well as PVM Nutritional Science, Giant 
Bicycles, Island Tribe Sunscreen, Squirt Bicycle Lube and Black Diamond head torches. 
 
14 May 2009 - Etv Interview - Addicts captain was on Etv Sunrise this morning chatting about the upcoming "Raid in Spain" adventure race. Checkout the interview here. 
 
14 May 2009 - Bimbache Extrem - Late Team Change - Due to Hanno Smit's Passport not arriving from Home Affairs in time, he will be unable to travel with the McCain 
Adventure Addicts to race in Spain. This is a huge blow for the team. Hanno was part of the Addicts team that competed successfully at the World Adventure Racing 
Championships in Brazil in 2008. The Addicts have roped in Mark Collins as an able replacement. Mark was part of the very successful Team Mazda that dominated Adventure 
Racing in South Africa in the early 2000's and acheived huge success on the international adventure racing circuit. Mark will bring a huge amount wisdom and experience to the 
Addicts for this race, whom will hope to gain valuable leassons racing with him.   
 
14 May 2009 - Bimbache Extrem - Online Coverage - The McCain Adventure Addicts will be in Spain for the "Raid in 
Spain" over the next 10 days. The race starts on Monday, 18th May at 09h00.  Online coverage of the race is predicted 
from the race website at www.meridianoraid.com/raid/bimbache09/en/the_raid.html  As Nick Mulder pointed out, 
there is an interesting event planned for the 21st May according to the program on the race website. The UK based 
website www.sleepmonsters.com will also be covering the race.  South African Photojournalist Jacques "Snorat" 
Marais will also be at the race following the team. He will be sending back regular updates on the team to Lisa at 
www.ar.co.za  So hopefully with these three sites you will be able to follow what is happening!! Good Luck. 
 
7 May 2009 - Bimbache Extrem - Ten Days to Spain for McCain - The McCain Adventure Addicts, rated as one of South Africa’s top adventure racing units, are in the final 
preparation stage for this year’s Bimbache Extrem Castilla y León, the European leg of the 2009 Adventure Racing World Championships.   
 
Once again, a world-class field will be awaiting Team McCain Adventure Addicts when they fly to Spain on May 14th to compete in the Bimbache Extrem in northern Spain. The 
race, viewed by many athletes as one of the toughest races on the European calendar, is sure to test the mental and physical capabilities of the South African foursome to the 
max. 
This will be the 7th edition of Bimbache Extrem, and the second time the race will take place in the region of Castilla y Leon. This is undoubtedly the premier expedition race 
on the Spanish AR calendar, and the remote and rugged provinces of Palencia and Leon will provide the perfect backdrop for the collective blood, sweat and tears of more 
than 30 top adventure racing teams from around the world. 
 
Seasoned campaigners from as far afield as France, Australia, Venezuela, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Sweden, Estonia, the US and Portugal will line up with the McCain 
Adventure Addicts on May 18th at 09h00 sharp. Teams include ever-greens such as Buff, Oskalunga Sundown and Team Explore, as well as the world-class Blackheart from 
Down Under, so the competition can be expected to be stiff.  

 
Climatic extremes will furthermore add to the challenge, with the 
temperatures expected to drop below zero in the higher peaks. Technical 
routes traversing high ranges, including the Picos de Europa, Sierra de 
Manpodre and Palencia peaks, will no doubt test the racers along an event 
lasting a minimum of three to four days. ”Even though Bimbache Extrem is 
billed as a 4-day race, we’re expecting to reach the finish in around 72 – 80 
hours”, says Graham Bird, captain of the McCain Adventure Addicts. 
 
“Taking into account the unusually high snowfall in Spain this year, we may 
have to revert to using crampons and ice axes during the race”, he 
continues. “Plus, we will be faced with segments of high-speed in-line 
skating, and an aquatic caving section requiring waterproof headlamps and 
5mm neoprene wetsuits. You can say we are therefore 100% convinced the 
organisers will be testing our sense of adventure at this year’s Bimbache 
Extrem!”  
Bird, who hails from Johannesburg, will be joined by McCain’s first-string 
Adventure Addicts on this month’s mission to Castilla y Leon. Back-up will 
come in the shape of self-confessed pack-horse Hano Smit (Sedgefield), 
Andre Gie from Knysna, and Tatum Prins from Cape Town. As team members, 
they excel in adventure sport disciplines as varied as paddling, mountain 
biking, trail running, technical rope work and navigation, but curve balls such 
as the in-line skating and cramponning may expose chinks in their armour.  
 
Race start in the tiny village of Vegacervera promises to be a festive affair, 
with the local communities co-opted into adding local colour and culture to 

the opening ceremony. Race support, athletes and media representatives from around the world will descend upon the town from May 16th, but McCain’s extensive 
international experience should stand them in good stead as the tension builds towards the start of the race two days later. 
When they do set off, they will not only be facing some of the world’s top AR teams, but also a full gamut of adventure disciplines in extremely testing terrain. With entries 
limited to a maximum of 30 teams, the cream of the AR crop come here to face off against each other and a gruelling 450km route. Disciplines will, as usual, include mountain 
biking, trail-running, trekking, canoeing, technical ropes and canyoneering, plus the aforementioned in-line skating, caving and an exciting raft descent. 
 
According to the organisers, participants in this year’s Bimbache Extrem Castilla y León will face natural wilderness and true adventure, and only teamwork, physical 
endurance and mental focus will get the mixed teams of four to the finish line at Aguilar de Campoo. McCain Adventure Addicts currently rates right up there with the world’s 
best teams, and there Top 10 finish at last year’s Eco-Motion (the AR World Championships) in Brazil positions them well for a podium finish at Bimbache Extrem.  
Prize money for Bimbache Extrem will amount to a solid €35 000, with the winning team walking away with €9 000 as well as a free entry into the World AR Champs in Portugal 
later this year. The Adventure Addicts plans to go all out for glory, and would be keen to maximise media exposure for their sponsor, McCain Foods Limited. This international 
leader in frozen foods is a foremost brand in frozen vegetables and potato chips, and their extensive product range targets people striving for an active and well-balanced 
lifestyle.   
 
McCain Adventure Addicts furthermore boasts apparel manufacturer CapeStorm as another official sponsors. CapeStorm, winner of the Proudly South African Award, rivals 
global technical wear when it comes to durability and quality, and the team can absolutely trust their clothing to keep them warm, dry or cool, depending on conditions they 
face. Other team sponsors include PVM Nutritional Science, Giant Bicycles, Island Tribe Sunscreen, Squirt Bicycle Lube and Black Diamond head torches. 
 
29 April 2009 - Swazi Xtreme Adventure Race - The McCain Adventure Fanatics team of Jeannette Walder, Cobus van Zyl, Craig Carter-
Brown and Donovan Simms head to Swaziland for this annual classic.  This year the race was again run on the 'Rogaine" format with the team 
collecting the most points winning.  The Fanatics ended up collecting 91 points out of the possible 95 points on offer and finished second behind 
Cyanosis who collected 94 points.  Checkout some awesome Jacques Marais images from the race here. Reports from the racers:  
 

Cobus van Zyl: Swazi Xtreme…., why do we come back year after year to this event? Well for 
me the answer lays in the fact that Darren likes to keep the “Adventure” in Adventure Racing. 
This year’s event was very fast flowing on day 1 and day 3 which ensured no slog or boredom. 
Hmmmm, day 2 was a bit of a slog but we’ll forgive you for that! Let me explain myself when I 
say things are fast flowing, before lunch on day one we have had an urban run between 4 OP’s 
(which was fast paced up and down hilly roads with a fair bit of challenging route choices given 
the old map) we’ve left town to collect a OP on top of a boulder which required some 
scrambling, went straight down into the valley following the beating of a drum to guide us to 
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the entrance of a cave that didn’t allow anybody with a round waist, collected two OPs inside this tight fitting boulder strewn cave, run downstream to a fast flowing river and 
shot 3 fun filled rapids in crocs. So what can you fit in before lunch??? It didn’t stop there, for the rest of the day we can throw in a sizeable hike over a mur-of-a-mountain 
(had some Hano Otto feel to it), then down to a dam with a mur-of-a-swim (which nearly drowned me) ending it all of with a serious cycle that broke me and had us crawling 
into transition about 20 minutes before the first cut-off.  
 
The navigation on this years race must have been some of the most taxing I’ve done in all my AR. The good thing about this is that it keeps me awake during those dark hours 
of the night where the sleep monster is ready to ambush you on every downhill. The google earth map that Darren gave us really saved me during the night time navigation, 
unfortunately it only covered some of the areas and we still had to guess the whereabouts of some roads. For anybody that doesn’t know the Swazi maps let me explain: In 
short, about 5% of the roads that exists in Swaziland are actually printed on the maps, the rest is all up to hope and surprises. This is sort of all right in daylight when you can 
navigate on features but when the big light goes down all you can see in the forests are the silhouettes of mountain ranges around you, and this makes for interesting 
navigation…. 
 
The cycle during the first night, collecting a heap of OPs in the forest mostly using google earth 
maps was quite fast paced and once again full of additional fun, like hiking to the top and bottom 
of a waterfall. The cycle during the second night was a bit hair raising at times, because this time I 
had no friendly google earth maps to help me with big parts of the cycle, and there were 2  times 
where I really felt sure about where I was on the map. It’s at times like these where I just cling on 
to the fact that the bearing is still good and that according to the distance on my speedometer we 
are still safe. The feeling of immense relief when you actually get to some recognisable feature 
again, reminds me of getting my exam results at university – but that’s a different story. The night 
time navigation did take its toll as I couldn’t find the right track down to a specific OP, and we 
eventually decided based on remaining time and sleep monster attacks that we would head back to 
transition leaving the last 3 OPs. Later we learned that this OP wasn’t on a “good track” as we 
assumed and that we should have just bundu bashed forward on the overgrown “almost a track” 
instead of turning back looking for a better track.  
 

Day 3 once again saw us racing 
up a steep hill collecting a 
point, dropping down into 
blackjack hell before entering 
the most overgrown kloofing section I’ve ever done. This section was definitely great fun and one of the 
highlights for me. It involved a couple of cool bum slides, crawling under and over fallen trees, wading 
through rock pools, climbing down an involved weir and a couple of waterfalls / rapids, before tackling the 
hike up to the base of the jumar via a diagonal crack in the cliff. Down from the mountain it was back onto 
our bikes for the hike a bike from hell, I’m sure we could have run this last section faster. Theoretically 
there was this nice railway line that we could cycle all the way to the last mountain where we would cycle 
up a steep 4x4 track to the top collecting 3 OPs all on the tracks where after we would descent down the 
mountain on an awesome downhill to the finish. ONLY the awesome downhill into the finish materialised, 
the railway line was so overgrown that we saw glimpses of Dr. Livingstone at places. After getting really 
entangled with the Lantana bushes at some stage we had to backtrack and found a 4x4 track that lead us 
on a detour of a large section of the railway line. Then after finding the OP in the tunnel we ended up 
bundu bashing our bikes on the now hated railway line to a 4x4 track with a misplace OP which had a lot of 
teams milling around. From there it was hell getting to the top of the mountain and then realising that 
very little of the tracks on top of the mountains are actually ride able. But since Darren is a cunning race 

director he knew that the awesome downhill would cool us down by the time we hit the finish. And once again this was an awesome finish to an Xtreme race 
 
I would like to voice my opinion on the format though. 
•    The forced sleep is crap, that doesn’t belong in AR 
•    I like the rogaining format but with some changes. The race should only have cut-offs forcing teams that doesn’t make the cut-offs to leave out some of the OPs, but it 
should not have stops and starts between certain legs, the race should flow continuously ( Like the UGE race earlier 
this year which had a similar format but without the stops) 
•    In other words, for the top teams this race should feel no different from a typical AR, because they race against 
each other collecting as many points as possible and doing so in the shortest possible time. The rankings would then 
be as follows. The team with the most points win, if teams have the same amount of points, the team with the faster 
time wins. 
 
But all that said, this was once again an awesome Swazi and a huge thanx to Darren and team for all the effort, as 
usual I’ll be back next year. And thanx Cindy you’re still officially the best second (we’ve done a poll), and Tweet I 
know this must have been a frustrating experience seconding us instead of racing but it was excellent for us having an 
experienced racer that looks after our bikes and kit, and everything was in top shape every time. 
 
And then the VERY BIG THANX to McCain our title sponsor, who’s financial support gives us the opportunity to do all 
these Xtreme sports. Then of course there are our gear sponsors, Capestorm for the awesome clothing, Solomon for 
the shoes and PVM for the food stuffs. As usual the gear proved themselves worthy during the cold nights and tuff 
enough to withstand the bushes and thorns, while PVM kept the energy levels up. 
 

Craig Carter-Brown: Day 1: This was probably the most interesting day, with my highlight being the caving section. We had a 
good day but made a mistake in not collecting all the OP’s at this early stage of the race. During the night leg we should have 
used more sleep, however we did not realize how quick it would take us to get back to transition using the route along the 
river. Day2: This was a long hard day, the team worked well together. We managed to catch up to and pass Cyanosis. Due to 
the format the lead we gained gave us no advantage as we could only start the night leg at 5pm. The night leg continued on 
the mtb, navigation was very difficult as there were many more roads than the ones on the map, however Cobus did a great 
job. After our remaining compulsory sleep we had three more OP’s to get on the night leg these proved to be the most difficult 
of the race. Unfortunately our angle of approach was wrong and we were unable to get the OP’s. Day 3: This day was more 
interesting and included a jumar and kloofing section. The route was fast allowing most of the top teams to finish comfortably 
before the cut off at 5pm. The hike to the top of excecution rock proved to be a real slog.  
Team Mcain: Having never raced with anyone from the team before I did not know what to expect. I feel that the team worked 
well together, personalities and physical attributes seemed to gel. I would be honored to race with the same team again. Gear: 
Considering the amount of time spent on the bikes we were fortunate to have no mechanicals, only a few sore arses. The 
Capestorm wind breaker tops were great on the night legs. The Solomon packs were comfortable but when full were perhaps a 
bit top heavy. Race Format: I personally would like to race a format were one starts at point A and finishes at point B, the first 
team there with all the cps is the winner. In the rogaine format I feel that all ops cant be obtainable therefore a faster team 
can take advantage by obtaining more ops. In summary it was a great weekend, thanks Tweet for all your help. Thanks Cindy 
for seconding. And thanks to the team, next time we’ll beat those Cyanosis buggers. 
My Swazi experience this year was a great one, not only did I finish with my best result in 5 years but I made a couple of really 
good mates along the way. 
 
Donovan Simms: This was my first race for the team McCain, I have raced against them 
plenty in the past but as the old saying goes "you don't realy know someone till you've raced 
with them". And I would like to thank Bubbles, Cobus and Craig for the great racing 
experience and of course to Graham " Tweet" Bird and Cindy for really going out of their way 
for us at transitions. 
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RIGHT with that out of the way onto the race; This years race was basically split into 3 days. DAY 1 saw us starting on foot where we did a bit of the urban stuff and onto a 
really cool caving section and then onto a great rafting section which saw Bubbles and I shoot a 2m weir. We then had a huge climb on foot, a quick flat water paddle and a 
cycle to the end of the stage. DAY 2: Was basically a cycle, hike, cycle and cycle and cycle.......... I got the saddle sores to prove it. DAY 3: Kicked of with a lekker kloofing 
section, luckily we were through there first and the rocks were still fairly dry, no bum sliding. Then a quick ropes section, down hill hike and cycle to the finish. 
 
The navigation this race was tough as the maps did not have much detail, so hats off to Cobus for a great effort with the navigation. To our captain Bubbles, great job keeping 
us focussed and relaxed throughout the race, stress was not a factor, even after we made her carry her bike up a mountain for 45min. To the team "lighty" Craig, I don't know 
what they feed you on the farm but I want some of that stuff.  I want to finish by once again thanking our seconds, Graham and Cindy for all their help. And of course a big 
thank you to our sponsors without your support the racing would be so much harder. 
 

Jeannette Walder: This time my race report will be a bit different since the navigation was so hard that it felt to me we went 
in circles so for that reason I cant say to much about the course but I can tell you about my team and the things we got up to 
during the race. McCain Adventure Fanatics was made up of the usual two members Cobus and Me (Bubbles) and new comer 
Craig Carter Brown (the machine also know as youngster) and Donovan (the social butterfly) and what a team it was. We had 
never raced together before expect for Cobus and me but it felt as if we been racing for some time. Our seconding team was 
Cindy (the experienced one) and yes the big boss "Tweet" Graham Bird, I never ate so much before in a race the food was just to 
good to say no too. Our team had a great spirit we tried our best but never forgot the reason why we do this amazing sport. 
Firstly because we just plain stupid but also because it allows us the get to know 3 other people in a different way good and 
bad. It gives us the opportunity too see stunning places to push us to the limit and just to get away from the every day things. I 
only saw the good side of my 3 team mate's we laughed, helped one another, huddled together and walked quietly next to one 
another. Also just to mention where would one ever be able to snuggle together with 3 men during night time without throwing 
ones name away!! Which in this years Swazi was 6hrs of compulsory sleep which made it quite interesting being only allowed to 
sleep at certain check points away from transitions. All in all it was a great and organized race Thank you to Darren and his 
team, but being old fashioned I still prefer the good old adv race where all points are compulsory and it's non stop.To our 
seconds Cindy and Tweet you where great. To my team mates THANK YOU for making the race  beautiful... 
  
Thank you to our sponsors who of course make it possible for us to go out there and life the adventure. McCain for their 
unbelievable support, Squirt for our hard worked Giants bike. PVM who's supplements are still delicious even after using it for 
years and of course Capestorm for the clothing that keeps you cool and warm in any conditions and not to mention making you 
look good even after 3 days of not showering.             
 
21 April 2009 - PLATTEKLIP Charity Challenge - Addict Tatum Prins competed in the event over the past weekend. She sent in 
the following brief report: "44kms, 6080m, 9h26, 8xup Platteklip Gorge!! What a great day out! What an amazing “feel good” 
day! Today I woke up excited and raring to go. Off to do the Platteklip Charity Challenge!! Yahoo!  
 
The day started at 7h15 at the lower cable station and the challenge was to see how many times you could run along Tafelberg 
Road, up Platteklip Gorge, along the top to the cable car station and catch the car down – all between sunrise and sunset. 760m 

ascent per lap and the athletes were sponsored per summit. When I entered the event I thought 8 times was do able but as time went on people were saying there was no ways 
I could make it. So over the last couple weeks I was feeling a bit stupid for even having said 8 times and started to doubt that I could do it. On the day it was a whole different 
story, with a misty cold morning the conditions were perfect. My first lap I did just under an hour which was unexpected. Second lap was just over 1 hour and now I started to 
think 8 laps was “do able”. The 3rd lap was again just over an hour so now I really knew I could and by the looks of things even had time to spare. So I slowed up considerably 
and started to pace myself…  
 
I made the 8 times easily with even enough time for a ninth but as I didn’t have the sponsorship for the ninth one decided a hot bath was in order! Georg Schoenbaechler was 
amazing by doing ten laps which was a total of 7600m of ascent. To put this in perspective, Kiliminjaro is 5890m above sea level! But the REAL winner of the day was 
Masikulisane Creche for whom all 57 athletes raised R539 450!!! If there is anyone still wanting to donate go to www.charitychallenge.co.za. A huge thank you to Anton and 
Adam and their team – you guys did an OUTSTANDING job!!!!  
 
19 April 2009 - SportsGuide Multisport Magazine - Adventure Addict Graham Bird has an article on Adventure racing that appears in the latest addition of the SportsGuide 
Multisport Magazine. Download a free copy of this magazine from there website at www.sportsguide.co.za 
 
8 April 2009 - Tsitsikamma Mountain Bike Race - Jeannette Walder and Graham Bird were there. Bubbles had this to say: "The Tsitsikamma mtb race is a new race on the 
calendar it offers a fun 25km, 45 and a 70 km race. I decided to do the 70km race. An early wake up call at 5 am saw me and my sister drive in hot windy berg conditions to 
the Tsitsikamma adv falls where the start was. We met Graham Bird at the start who had flown into Port Elizabeth the evening before. While driving in the dark we could see 
the fire which has been burning for the last few weeks in the mountains, it did look beautiful the red flames even though it can be so destructive. There where about 100 
cyclists gathered to try out this new event. A nice early 7 clock start for the 70km race which headed off towards the forest winding our way towards the coast. I was right in 
front at the start and was leading the race for the 1st minute which got me a bit worried but then Kevin Evens come past with Tweet and a few other speedsters. The views at 
the coast where stunning and the forest offered a nice cool change, I spent most of the time on my own since no slip riding for the girls was allowed. After winding our way 
towards the coast the route took us back towards the mountains where one could feel the heat from the fire since the wind became hotter. The route took us along district 
and forestry roads with a few rocky down hills and one or two up hills; it was a very fast route and took me just over 3hrs. I was first lady home with Tweet finishing 4th in the 
men’s race. I won some awesome prizes with one being a bungi jump at Bloukrans. Thank you to the organizers for a great race." 
 
31 March 2009 - XTERRA Albert Falls - From Ryan Hodierne: The second round of the South African Xterra series took place in the beautiful reserve of Albert Falls, only 15min 
from Pietermaritzburg this past weekend. A crisp morning saw numerous adventure junkies gather for what was to be a great days racing. At 08h00 sharp, the Xterra lite 
athlete’s raced off into glassy waters for a hotly contested race in all categories. Watching as the lite athlete’s completed the race, it was evident that it would be a tough 
day out for the full Xterra athlete’s. One of the more competitive fields emerged for this race, including names like Kent Horner, Liuewe Boonstra, Mari Rabi, Carla 
Germishuys & the like, an exciting race lay ahead. The Xterra full started at 10h00, just as the sun peeped out from behind the clouds. The swim was the usual washing-
machine affair, with the top athlete’s going out fast & furious. I emerged from the water within the top 10, realising I had some hard work that lay ahead.  
The bike route was less technical than the Buffelspoort series, including more open roads with far less rocks. The problem with this was that it would be a super fast section 
including some amazing single track following animal paths, with unforgiving grass tufts along the way making it a quick but exciting course. Having made up a few places in 
the bike leg of the race, lying in 5th, I had wondered if I had gone out too hard… this was soon to be the realisation after only 1km into the run leg. I had blown real hard & hit 
2 walls the size of the “Great Wall of China”, forcing me to physically walk the majority of the route. I lost 6 positions on the run which placed me in 12th position after all. 
Very evidently, it wasn’t a good day for me. I can only ensure now, that I’m back faster & stronger for the SA champs to be held in Grabouw within the Elgin Valley in the 
Western Cape in the month of April. Look forward to seeing all you crazy adventurers there; it should be a great one!   
 
26 March 2009 - Garmin Wartrail - Andre Gie report's in: "The Wartrail is a must do event for anyone who calls themselves an "adventure athlete". It is unique in every way 
and the run has to count as one of the best off-road runs in the world. High fives to Adrian for organising this awesome event. 
  
The Run: With perfect weather and good visibility the 
run was always going to be quick this year and with no 
mist to get lost in it would be hard for the front group 
to split up. A large group of 8 or so of us stayed 
together for the first half of the run with a few people 
coming unstuck between the 2nd and 3rd checkpoints 
when the pace lifted along a good track. The good 
steam comes just after the 3rd checkpoint and saved 
all of us who had by now run out of water. The group 
now consisted of Hanno, Tweet, Jeannie, Thomas, 
Justin and I with Kobus, Tatum and Donovan just 
behind. A few km's before Avoca Peak I found a good 
rhythm on one of the off-camber traverses and 
managed to open a little gap. Luckily for me the 
terrain from Avoca is rocky, has a few steep downhill’s 
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and is a touch more technical, a bit of effort and running along the bits the others would probably walk opened the gap and soon everyone was out of site. I arrived at the last 
checkpoint before the marshals and spent a bit of time wandering around thinking that i might be lost but my little GPS saved the day and after a quick sms to AD to report 
that I had passed the Cp I headed off down the last nasty steep grassy bank falling over all the grass-tufts into a few new marshes and cursing the overgrown cattle paths that i 
remembered as being highways to run on. Running alone into Balloch was a new experience and I kept looking over my shoulder half expecting the group to be behind me. I 
managed to squeak in under 9 hours with the group about 30 minutes back. The mountains this year were awesome. Green from all the recent rain with no mist to cover the 
view. If you haven't done the run yet do yourself a favour and sign up for next year. Do it  now. 
  
The Bike: The run always takes the edge off everyone’s legs and the ride up Lundin's neck was very civil with only Martin disappearing into the distance. Team McCain had a 
mini Tour de France moment with Hanno, Tweet and myself riding together the majority of the way. Tweet's cycling has become potent of late as has Hanno's so we all took 
turns pulling and set a good pace. Didn't really feel like racing cruising along with my team mates and talking lots of rubbish along the Tele river. Fortunately Hanno came 
unstuck up the 2nd pass so it was just me and Tweet for the rest of the way with no more of Hanno's terrible jokes. The drag from Sterspruit to Herchel is always long and 
having company makes it easier to keep yourself sane especially when the company has a tubeless repair kit when you puncture. Thanks Tweet. After a few cokes and some 
food in Herchel the ride to the finish was much more pleasant. We ended up a few minutes behind Martin and a few ahead of Smitty who rode like a demon to stay in touch. 
  
The Paddle: The paddle was long and I had promised farmer Joe that would not loose my lead to Tweet. I fell off the front diamond early but managed to keep them insight 
until well after the halfway point. After about 20km or so I got onto the wave of Craig Powell and stayed with him until the finish. We took turns on the pull until about 15km 
to go when Craig hit the turbo, I grovelled on his wave as he put in an Olympic effort to catch Lucas who we could see in front of us. Craig kept his foot flat to the finish and 
made my life much more pleasant. Big thanks to him. My portage at the weir was comical. I fell into the drink, filled my boat with water and tripped on my water-bladder. 
The finish comes soon after to portage and my tailpiece was all too happy to get out the boat.  Big up to Knysna Racing for designing the Lancer CX, best boat ever. Super 
stable and quick, what a combination. 
  
Thanks to all the marshals and farmers who give up their free time and put so much effort into making the Wartrail such an awesome event and to Adrian who keeps this 
world-class event going every year."  
 
26 March 2009 - Garmin Wartrail - This past weekend saw the Garmin Wartrail 
taking place in the Eastern Cape. This is a three day staged event and involves a 
hike of 57km on day one, a 132km mountain bike on day 2 and finally a 62km canoe 
down the Orange river on day 3.  Addicts Graham Bird, Andre Gie, Hanno Smit, 

Cobus van Zyl and Tatum Prins where there.  The addicts dominated the event with Andre winning overall, Graham second and Hanno third.  Checkout Graham Bird's GPS track 
on Google earth. 
 
Hanno Smit's report: “Wartrail is that one race on the calendar that conjures up mixed emotions: on the one end it is an event organized with passion by a team of very kind 
and loving human beings, a team that cares for those with little in life and those that suffer in life. This team is spearheaded by Adrian Saffy. For those who do not know Saffy, 
he is the sort of guy who will go to almost any length to keep the entrants in the race and get them to the finish line, for no other reason than to expose these athletes to their 
limits and for them to discover themselves in this little journey in their life. This is why Saffy starts every day of this race at the back, laden with a hefty pack with lots of food 
and drinks and the very necessary lighting systems as he often clocks in with the backmarkers well into the night. "This race is that sort of race that is just a bit too long and 
just that extra bit too hard and this forces every competitor into that zone where each individual asks questions to himself and this is what I love about Wartrail and why I 
sweep every stage; I want to make sure that these guys(at the back) don't pull out or quit, but that they persevere and find the riches for their perseverance!" says Saffy. 
Another emotion woken in me is the solitude of Wartrail. There never seems to be a huge field of entrants, normally around 30 odd competitors and therefore the route is 

never too crowded. Apart from this, the route takes one to high mountain altitudes, to 
areas extremely desolate and lonely and you experience that sense of having travelled. 
Then there is the evening camaraderie, all camping together, eating and drinking and 
telling war stories around the campfire. The other emotion fuelled by Wartrail is the 
individual battle of a triathlon. You have your favourite disciplines and your less favourite 
ones and it becomes a very draining game lasting the best part of every day for three 
consecutive days. This is one race that does not require a team, it does not require a long 
list of compulsory equipment, it does not require a week of leave and is relatively 
affordable compared to the outlay involved with adventure racing... this is a no-excuse 
race.  
The race from a team McCain aspect evolved around Tatum, who had Jeannie to chase 
and in the men it was Tweet, Andre, Kobus and myself dicing each other. The 60 odd km 
run leg saw Andre leaving us around halfway and made up a 30min. margin on us with 
superior technical running. This run turned out to be the nemesis for Tatum as she blew 
up in the latter stage after a feisty start and went down with horrible symptoms and 
made a forced decision to pull out at the second last check point. The bike ride saw 
Tweet, Andre and I cresting Lundean's Nek together, chasing a team entrant Martin 
Dreyer. Halfway on the ride I fell off the pace and it was Andre and Tweet finishing over 
ten minutes ahead. Kobus had work commitments and could therefore not complete the 
full course, but head for home. That was it, with the paddle still to come we had 
effectively determined our finishing positions. It was however on the final paddle leg into 
Aliwal North that Tom (one of Martin's Change a Life foundation protege's) impressed all 
to romp in with ace paddler Tweet, ahead of the chasers. The final standings were Andre 
first, a close second was Tweet and myself filling the podium and evergreen Jeannie 
coming in fourth and first lady. Another great Wartrail and a special experience it was.”  
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26 March 2009 - Bonitas Bushmans Dual Challenge - Garren Soutar entered this race and had this to say: "While the rest of the McCain Adventure Addicts were racing through 
the Eastern Cape mountains and rivers in this years Garmin WarTrail, I headed off to Wagondrift Dam, Estcourt for the Bonitas Bushmans Dual Challenge. The race started off 
with a 15km trail run mostly through the velt and along cattle paths. I have been neglecting my running lately, so I was a bit concerned about the run, but I settled into a nice 
rhythm and came into transition for the subsequent mountain bike leg in a time of just over 1 hour. Feeling satisfied with my run, and having increased my mountain bike 
training in the previous months, I set of on the 55km mountain bike leg with the intention of chasing down the two competitors in front of me. However, the damage done to 
my legs during the run suddenly became apparent when I started the first climb of the bike leg and my race strategy changed from attack to damage control. I had a moment 
of concentration loss on one of the fast descents to the dam, I entered a corner too fast and drifted onto the lose stuff on the outside of the corner and found myself donating 
skin to the gravel slopes of Wagondrift.  I did however manage to hold on to third place and finished just 3 minutes behind second place." 
 
24 March 2009 - Spur Hi-Tec Adventures Sprint Series - Port Elizabeth - Addicts Jeannette Walder and Hanno Smit mad the trip to Port Elizabeth on the 14th March for the 
Spur Adv Sprint. Hanno Smit filed this report - "The Spur Adventure race 
happened in my old home town of Port Elizabeth or the windy city as the 
Iron Man triathletes refer to. The weather turned out to be hot and balmy. 
I joined forces with my long time paddling buddy, Jeannette Walder. Yes, it 
is Bubbles or you can even call her Netski and she will still respond to that 
call...   As we arrived, Netski did her warm-up by doing a quick registration 

as my right ankle was already 
well warmed from the 
accelerator during our 3 hour 
drive from Knysna. We were 
met by the slick organizing 
crew of Magnetic South who 
worked in conjunction with 
Eugene Nel’s Quantum 
Adventures.  The race arena 
was set in the Fairy Land 
setting of Happy Valley at 
Humehood Beach and it was 
also the venue where I cut my 
teeth as a little schoolboy; 
running, swimming and just 
messing around like 
schoolboys do. So, the starter 
ordered us to go, ala le mans 
style and Netski and myself 
turned into aggressive 
monsters and managed to bump some little speedsters out of our way en route to our bikes. There was no time for Mr. Nice guy 
and we had to hammer it on the bikes as it was only 15 odd km’s. An interesting and diverse terrain made riding exciting, but 
hard and we wheeled into transition just behind the father and son pairing of Tony and James Thorburn, with old salts Martin 
Dryer and Merilene Janklaas, blowing hot on our heels. The run went through the whole of Happy Valley and there was no time to 
admire all the storybook scenes along the route. This went on for about 5k’s and it was a continuas roller coaster back to 
transition. We clawed past the leaders and only had to swim with a (damned) tube around a buoy placed about 100m behind the 
surf and back to transition for a well earned rest! A hearty thanks to Spur for all the spoils and great show they presented as well 

as the organizers for their efficiency and exciting route.  
 
10 March 2009 - Umkomaas Canoe Marathon - The past weekend, Adventure Addict Graham 
Bird teamed up with Martin Dreyer to tackle the notorious Umkomaas Canoe Marathon. This is a 
two day river race covering a distance of approximately 70km in some of the biggest rapids 
paddled by "normal" fibreglass canoes in the world, and includes the famous no1 to no 8 rapids, 
a set of eight really big rapids in the first 20km of the race.  
 
The crew headed down to the river for some scouting and pre race tripping on Friday and 
managed to destroy there tripping boat while attempting to shoot the "chicken run" of no5 & 6.  
Check out the video of the boat after the shoot.  Canoeing legend, Mark Perrow was also on the 
trip with us. Checkout the video of Mark Perrow and Olympian Carol Joyce shooting No5 (upside 
down!) 
 
We then headed off to the race with the "new" race boat. After a fairly uneventful day one from 
Josephine’s bridge to Riverside, the crew were ready to tackle Day 2 which included the tough 
section of no1 to 8.  After successfully completing no1 to 3 (check out the video of the crew 
shooting no 1), the crew came to grief at no 4 and had a bumpy swim, unfortunately wrapping 
the boat around a rock. After 30 mins of trying to get the boat loose it was eventually left for 
the river gods!!  
 
Read Martin Dreyer's (www.martindreyeracademy.com/blog/) report: “Day 1 - 9am start 
(Josephine’s to Riverside) - A-batch blasted off in a frenzy of paddle spray, as paddlers jostled 
for position going into the first rapid. You have to paddle this big volume river to grasp the 
might of the Umko and the pristine beauty of the untouched valley it flows through. With Dusi 
close to my heart, Non Stop always took preference over this legendary A+ River. However when 
Graham Bird phoned me on the Thursday before the race looking for a partner, the answer was a 
definite ‘yes’. I was very excited at the prospect of doing my first Umko, albeit unprepared. 
 
Paddling with the attitude that we were there to enjoy ourselves, allowed us to ‘smell the roses’. 
Graham’s splashy popping 10 + times, keeping our day honest as we bobbed & weaved our water laden 
ship down the spectacular river course. The water failing to drain under his seat (schoolboy error – 
sealed) through to my pumps at the back. Perfect weather, nature at its best - what a lekker day’s 
paddling. Afterwards, we hitched a ride on the back of a bakkie back to the start to collect 
our vehicle. Deon and Ant finished on Grant and Hank’s wave, with evergreen Biggsy and Michael 
Arthur third. Carol and Alice having swum, regained their lead from Hillary and Kate near the finish  
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Day 2 – 8:30am start (Hella Hella to Josephine’s) - In all paddlers’ strategy, the first objective is to survive the notorious Number 1 to Number 8 rapids, then start racing the 
competition. The approaches to No 1, would warrant a ‘real name’ in any regular canoe race, but not in Umko. We sailed through 1,2 and 3. The boat feeling solid and good 
friends Beetle Bailey & Traut the target up ahead. 

  
Trying to sneak down the right of No 4, we bumped a rock at the top and suddenly we 
were over. I got pulled towards the main drop, thumping rocks enroute and then 
disappeared in the whirly turbulence as the Umko worked me over in the wave train 
below. Tweet tried to give the boat direction but in an instant it wrapped around a rock. 
He managed to claw his way to the bank and avoid the ‘bump and grind’ down the rapid. 
For the record, there are no crayfish at the bottom of No 4. 
  
Ropes and all, we battled with the sweeps to get the K2 loose but to no avail. The 
campfire stories you hear of crews having to walk their way out that wild overgrown 
valley are infamous. Whilst contemplating the problem from an adventure racer 
perspective, wishing we had a map and compass to find the passage of  least resistance, 
Steve Butler and partner came floating down in a four man raft. What luck, we hopped 
aboard and had the most laid back cruise down to No 8. 
As they say all good things come to an end, nonetheless we had an incredible weekend. 
  
In front Grant and Hank took no prisoners, claiming their first Umko title, with Deon and 
Ant finally relinquishing their strangle hold of dominating the race in years gone by, 
coming second. Biggsy/Arthur third. Carol/Alice 1st, Hillary/Kate 2nd.” 
 

4 March 2009 - New Challenges 
for McCain Adventure Addicts - 
Graham Bird, captain of the 
experienced Adventure Racing 
unit Team McCain Adventure 
Addicts, announced yesterday 
that the South African foursome 
is to head to Spain to once again 

test their mettle in a top-class international event. This time they will head to the north of Spain, where they will compete in the gruelling Bimbache Extrem Castilla y León 
from 16-23 May, 2009. 
 
Finishing 2008 as one of the top Adventure Racing teams in SA might have been enough for most teams, but it has only inspired Team McCain Adventure Addicts to set their 
sights on even bigger challenges this year. With a batch of local wins under their collective belts, they have now earmarked the Bimbache Extrem Castilla y León as their first 
international race for 2009.  
 
This extraordinary event, now in its 7th year, will pit McCain Adventure Addicts against the cream 
of the world’s AR crop. With entries limited to a maximum of 25 teams, only the best multi-sport 
athletes will come here to face off against each other and a gruelling route covering 450km. 
Disciplines will, as usual, include mountain biking, trail-running, trekking, canoeing, technical 
ropes and canyoneering, but this year competitors may have to deal with additional disciplines such 
as roller-blading, caving and an exciting raft descent. 
 
“Participants in this year’s Bimbache Extrem Castilla y León must expect to pit themselves against 
nature at its most wild”, say the organisers. “This is a true adventure, and only a combination of 
teamwork, physical endurance and mental focus will get the mixed teams of four to the finish 
line”. The race will unfold within the provinces of León and Palencia, starting at the tiny village of 
Vegacervera and finishing at Aguilar de Campo. 
 
”Even though this is billed as a 4-day race, we’re expecting to reach the finish in around 72 – 80 
hours”, says Graham Bird, team captain of the McCain Adventure Addicts. “We’re expecting the 
terrain to be very mountainous and will battle with disciplines such as the roller-blading as it is 
completely new to us, but we’re confident that we will continue to build on our strong 
international showings so far”. 
 
Their record over the past three years speaks for itself, with a 13th place at Primal Quest (2006) 
out of 95 teams; a 2nd spot at the 2008 Bull of Africa (an AR World Series Race) and a 9th position 
at last year’s Eco-Motion (the AR World Championships) in Brazil. This rates up there with the top 
teams in the world, and makes McCain Adventure Addicts hot contenders for a podium finish at Bimbache Extrem Castilla y León in May this year. 
 
The team for the Spanish race has not been finalised 
yet, and will only be announced once fitness and 
performance on the local race circuit has been assessed. 
Top of the list on the SA calendar are the Wartrail Tri in 
the Eastern Cape (21-23 March) and Swazi Xtreme (in 
Swaziland from 24-27 April). Once these races are in the 
proverbial bag, a foursome will be selected from Graham 
Bird (Captain), Andre Gie, Hanno Smit, Tatum Prins, 
Jeannette Walder, Garren Soutar, Ryan Hodierne and 
Cobus van Zyl.  
 
The McCain Adventure Addicts are fortunate to have a 
major sponsor, thus making it possible to compete on an 
international level.  McCain Foods Limited, an 
international leader in the frozen food industry, is 
positioned as a leading brand in frozen vegetables and 
potato chips, and is synonymous with a healthy lifestyle. 
McCain Real Oven-bake Chips are a great carbohydrate 
source, are 95% fat free, has 0% cholesterol, and are 
endorsed by the Heart Foundation. Their extensive 
product range targets people who strive for an active and 
well-balanced lifestyle.  
 
McCain Adventure Addicts furthermore boasts apparel manufacturer CapeStorm as another official sponsors. CapeStorm, winner of the Proudly South African Award, rivals 
global technical wear when it comes to durability and quality, and the team can absolutely trust their clothing to keep them warm, dry or cool, depending on conditions they 
face. Other team sponsors include PVM Nutritional Science, Giant Bicycles, Island Tribe Sunscreen, Squirt Bicycle Lube and Black Diamond head torches. 
 
2 March 2009 - Spur Hi-Tec Adventures Sprint Series - Pretoria - After a successful Sani 2 C, and only arriving back late the previous evening, an early morning phone call 
from Tweet had me agreeing to join him for a sprint adventure event in & around the Fountains Valley & Groenkloof nature reserve area in Pretoria. This eagerly anticipated 
Spur Adventure Challenge saw a large entry for the day, including the racing snakes, 
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experienced adventure ballies, quick kiddies & the rest of the family all raring to get muddy and have truck loads of fun! The format of the race was a short speedy run – long 
bike – long run – very short bike then an unforeseen obstacle course. This format provided for some super fast racing on weary legs for Tweet and I. After being briefed & given 
tips from the King of Multisport Martin Dreyer, we headed off on a blisteringly fast 1.5km run through parts of the cross country mountain bike course in Fountains valley, 
weaving through trees, jumping logs & splashing through puddles to get to the bikes. Tweet and I had dropped off the pace a little and hoped the front runners would tire later 
on. A quick transition and we were off on our dirty Sani 2 C bikes for a scenic 14km cycle up and around the Groenkloof nature reserve, where we saw lots of antelope, giraffe, 
ostrich & wildebeest on route, it was great. We entered transition 2 in 2nd place, a mere 2 minutes behind the front team before heading out over some tricky terrain, 
clambering over rocks & bundu bashing through the green vegetation. Due to a minor mishap of taking a wrong turn along the run route, we took a lengthy transition to pay 
our dues, after which we raced to the finish area only to find out that we had a blow up obstacle course to complete. The big slide was the highlight of the day for me! Tweet 
& I finished a very credible 2nd overall, and were cursing ourselves for torturing our bodies like that. At the end of the day, great muddy fun was had by all who took part, and 
how fortunate we are to have a venue like Groenkloof on our doorstep, that allows us the opportunity to race in amongst some of Africa’s beautiful wildlife. Many thanks to all 
the organisers for a super fun event we look forward to the next few on the calendar. Happy Adventures. 
 

2 March 2009 - San2c - This past weekend saw Adventure Addicts Graham Bird & me, Ryan Hodierne joining forces to conquer the 
infamous Sani 2 “C” 250km mountain bike stage race through Kwazulu Natal from Underberg to the coast in Scottburgh. The race 
takes place over 3 days and sets off from the little midlands town of Underberg on the 1st day, taking cyclists over hills, meandering 
through forests & negotiating precarious floating bridges (the highlight of the race for many) en route to Mackenzie Country club in 
Ixopo, a total distance of 82km with 1110m ascending 
at the close of the day. Day 2 (the meaningful 2 in 
“Sani 2 C”) being the monster day of 97km in total 
distance with in the region of 2200m of climbing. If 
that wasn’t enough, the heavens tortured us with 
some overnight rain spicing things up on the day 
a bit. After an early morning start some serious 
mountain biking took place on day 2, with the most 
awesome single track through Murray’s meander & 

down Nic’s pass into the slippery ‘n muddy Umkomaas valley that tortured our trusty steeds 
(untrustworthy for some). After a few complications, we headed up, out & over the valley 
racing toward the 2nd day finish at Jollivet farm in amongst the macadamia plantations. We 
had difficulty waking up for the 3rd & final day, but were soon raring to go. Day 3 had bikers 
weaving through sugar cane plantations & along some super fast district roads, over one ass 
pinching floating bridge past Scottburgh main beach & up to Scottburgh School for the final 
finish. Tweet & I faired really well, setting off in the “B” batch at the start of each day with a 
final placing of 56th overall, impressive stuff taking that there were 1400 starters & 653 
finishers. A very very big thanks to all the organisers, sponsors, farmers & helpers along the 
way that helped make the experience an unforgettable one. Sani 2 C is truly the best 
mountain bike race in the country if not the world and I will recommend it to any & every one 
out there. As far as I am concerned, it’s the most fun you can have on a bicycle! Enjoy 
exploring - Photo from JONIVINS.COM 
 
18 February 2009 - Spur Hi-Tec Adventures Sprint Series - Cape Town - Our racing Hobbitt 
was back in action this past weekend. Tatum Prins had this to say "Once again another 
fantastic sprint race put on by our very own friend Ugene Nel from Quantum Adventures. This 
time it was held at Oak Valley Estate in Elgin on the most perfect day… Hanlie Booyens and 
myself paired up which was great and even better for me that she was quite tired after some serious Cape Epic training. What a relief or I would have died ten times over! The 
race started with a run and straight into a water challenge where you had to pull yourself across 30m of water. Immediately after the run we hopped onto the bikes for a 
terrific 12km’s along some amazingly smooth and easy track. On this leg we had to stop, grab a tube and swim around a buoy which was horribly challenging in the wind that 
had picked up. This was hilarious as neither Hanlie nor myself are particularly good at swimming and there were definitely times we were thankful for the tube. After doing 
the lap twice we ended the race wet, muddy and happy! We had such a fun morning! Thanks Uge for another great day. Your events are just getting better and better. The 
amount of teams growing and the competition stronger. See you at the next one!" 
 
12 February - Uge Classic - McCain Pairs Report - Alex Wagner's report: "I have driven to Newcastle probably 
100 times in the last 4 years and have often looked longingly at the area and thought what an awesome area 
for a race it would be, and so I was very happy when I found out that this years Uge Classic would take place in 
this beautiful area. Having a 07h30 meeting in Vanderbijlpark on the Friday morning with overseas visitors and 
a 9 week old baby in the car is a recipe for a stressful journey to the start of the race. In order to make it to 
briefing by 11:00 one of our first rules of parenthood had to be broken – we will not breastfeed in a moving car 
– we compromised and I drove slowly while Vicky breastfed – safety first.  
 
The plan had been that Cobus and Cindy van Zyl would get to the start early and sort things out but 
unfortunately the midrand traffic put a spanner in those plans and so by the time we arrived we were all 
jumping around to get ready in time and have a look at the maps. Race briefing was short and sweet but meant 
that a quick change of plan had to be made as the kloofing section was taken out which meant that the 
optional points would be collected in a different order. 
 
Driving to the start from the briefing just emphasized how beautiful (and hilly) this area of our country is. The 
start was as always a rather hectic affair straight up a hill. Our aim was to collect all the check points and so 
we set off in this vain, running the downhill’s and walking the flats and up hills. We were consistently 5 
minutes behind the addicts who had chosen the same route as us (this should have been a warning to me that 
we were going to fast as they are definitely much better athletes than I am). Cobus navigated this section 

flawlessly and by the time we reached the transition we were actually leading which came as a huge surprise to us. In retrospect it is a pity that the kloofing section was 
cancelled as I believe this would have made a big difference to the tactics of which points to collect later on the race as it would probably have taken a good 1-2 hours longer 
and would have brought the cut offs before and after the mountain bike rogaine even more into play. 
 
The first cycle was a bit of a slog up Mullers pass to collect 3 check points which involved a few fast flowing river crossings and then on to the top of Sak se Pas. This navigation 
was difficult as the clear path on the map was anything but clear on the ground and with the mist coming in it didn’t make matters any easier. Nearing the top of sak se Pas 
the addicts caught us and we worked together for a while – Craig’s zulu coming in very handy when asking the locals for directions in the mist – until their superior cycling skills 
saw them disappearing away into the mist. We struggled to find Sak se Pad using bearings, fences and some intuition and quite a lot of hike a bike but eventually it became a 
clear path. Riding down the “pad” was not so much fun as we had to push down quite a lot of it as it was so steep and rocky – it was at least better than carrying the bike 
down Harrismith mountain as we had to do last year – Nic you are improving. We struggled 
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to find CP 17 in the plantation at the bottom of Sak se Pad and so lost 45minutes doing this which was frustrating until we finally reached Dunblane estate at just after 
midnight. 
 
Headed out for the mountain bike rogaine straight away which was not a fun leg as it was basically exactly where we had just come from. We made a few slight errors as the 
sleep monsters were lurking. Got back to the transition at +-03:30 and decided to sleep until 04:30 befoe heading onto the next hike. Set off at just before 05:00 up into the 
hills to collect all the optional and compulsory points. On this hike my knee blew which necessitated a few pain killers and anti-inflammatory – not a good sign as there was 
still such a long way to go. Eventually reached the abseil into Ingogo lodge which was really beautiful. Cindy’s superb seconding (catering for our every whim) and seeing Vicky 
and Calvin rejuvenated me slightly as we set off into the heat of the next cycle. It was almost to hot and we took every opportunity to cool off – in dams and streams. Got 
passed by and re-passed a few teams along the way until we hit the bus check point where a few teams were lounging in the shade. I was super envious of this, as we set off 
straight away. What became even more clear to me is that keeping moving is the best way to be fast as we left teams that were actually cycling faster than us behind us only 
because we didn’t stop. Made a bit of a route choice blunder at this point and headed up left into the hills which was a murderous hike a bike and ended us up way above the 
next Compulsory point. In order to make our route choice decision not so bad we went off to get one of the OP’s (a 15 minute detour) which we hadn’t planned to before 
cycling down to the CP. The rest of the cycle was pure hell – with me pushing my bike up to Majuba and Cobus having to wait for me– the heat was really taking its toll on me 
and so we arrived at Amajuba just in time for me to collapse in a heap.  
 
Fluids and food helped to get me going somewhat again. By this stage we were already 
calculating times going forward in order to allow us the best opportunity for OP’s. Our 
plan was therefore to collect 3 optional and 2 compulsory points on Majuba. I have now 
been up Amajuba 4 times (not even the boers have managed it this many times), but this 
time was the slowest of all – even my mom would have been faster than me as I really 
struggled with heat exhaustion – there was almost another soutie casualty on the hill. We 
managed to collect the 2 CP’s and 1 OP by the time the sun was setting and then decided 
to try and get the 2 other OP’s. This was a mistake as I was too broken to continue and so 
it eventually meant that we didn’t get any of the points and had to battle our way through 
some very dense bush to make our way back to the top of the hill and back down to the 
transition. This cost us an extra 1.5 hours for no reward which was frustrating. In 
retrospect I should have spoken up earlier about my state and clearly communicated to 
Cobus what I was and wasn’t capable of. We decided to sleep for 3 hours at the transition 
for me to try and recover – which really did do the trick, but it also meant that we were 
on a tight schedule going forward. 
 
Set off on the second last cycle at midnight and found our way onto the old railway line 
quite quickly – it did help that we had both been on this railway line a few years previously 
on the Nguni race. We were still intent on collecting all the OP’s on this section and gave 
it our best shot but decided to leave one of the high OP’s out as we were running short of 
time and didn’t want to miss the paddle cut off. Rode along quite well and diverted off to 
collect the old railway tunnel OP before making our way to the paddle transition. 
 
I was 
really 

looking forward to the paddle as it would mean a bit of time off my legs but alas just as we were about to put in we were told that it was to dangerous – thanks tweet – and so 
we were forced to do the very boring 10km hike around. Had a quick transition onto the bike again and went off to collect the CP’s and OP’s in and around Newcastle. I got a 
bit nostalgic as we cycled past the steel plant and was happy to see that they were producing. By the time we reached the signal hill CP my knee had blown again – so Cobus 
had to tow me around - and we decided to miss the one OP and head off fairly directly to the transition at Fort Amiel. The last 4km hike was fairly relaxed as we knew we had 
plenty of time and that we were well placed to keep our second place which was a nice feeling.  
 
We eventually reached the finish after 47 hours of racing having collected all but 8 OP’s and in second place – I was totally broken but very happy. 
 
My thanks go out to Cobus for racing with me, your navigation was awesome and your speed on foot a motivation for me. We had a good team dynamic and have a very similar 
philosophy on route choices and generally on adventure racing which I believe is a very important and often neglected aspect of adventure racing. Cindy once again your 
seconding was absolutely superb and without your catering to our very whim there very likely would have been another casualty on Amajuba. You were an absolute integral 
part on our successful race and your enthusiasm and support is highly valued. To McCain thank you for allowing us to enjoy this beautiful part of our country and for your 
support of adventure racing and multi sport in general. You give people the vehicle to express themselves in a beautiful way and this is much appreciated. To Eugene, Nic and 
the rest of the crew and Marshals of Uge events, thank you so much for putting on this event and for once again showcasing another incredibly beautiful section of our country. 
The race was well thought out and superbly organised and it is just a pity that more people did not take the opportunity to enjoy your efforts. Keep it up. To Vix and Calvin 
thanks for being there and allowing me to do what I love, I really hope that soon I will be able to share these experiences with you again. 
 
Finally some thoughts on the race and adventure racing in general. Did I enjoy it? I don’t 
actually know – I was very happy with how we did and with how hard I raced – I certainly 
raced to my limits, but did I actually get what I wanted out of the experience? Did I really 
get to see the true beauty of the area or did I miss out on this because I was racing to 
hard? There were many times when I was envious of the other teams as they rested or 
went only for the CP’s in order to sleep longer whilst we pushed and pushed and pushed. 
When I was travelling (from my initial backpacking in Europe, to cycling from Austria to 
Malawi, to attempting to paddle the Amazon solo) each journey I took was built on the 
experiences that I had made on the previous journeys and was made in order to push 
myself further on both physical and psychological levels. The reason that I stopped 
travelling was that in order to get more experiences the journeys would have to become 
more physically and mentally dangerous in order to have their desired effect and I was no 
longer willing to do this. My learning experiences now come from marriage and parenthood 
– so where does AR fit into this. I really do not know – I love the places that we get to see, 
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I love the community that is involved in the sport and I love the variety of things that I get exposed to through the sport, but do I need to suffer to do this? Probably. Maybe for 
me the way to go is to race more socially, but will my ego and competitiveness allow this, who knows? Maybe AR is doing exactly what it is supposed to be doing by making me 
pose these questions of myself, and is thereby allowing me to grow as a person which is after all I believe the purpose for us being on the planet. These are obviously thoughts 
for another race. 
 
9 February - Bat Run - Our racing Hobbit made a welcome return to racing over the past weekend after pulling up lame for the UGE Classic!  Addict Tatum Prins competed in 
the Cape Town Bat Run (24kms / 2085m ascent / 3 peaks) over the past weekend, winning the ladies section. Tatum had this to say: "Just what the doctor ordered! After 
having a fair bit of time off, getting married and a back injury it was high time to get back into the mountains. We couldn’t have asked for a better evening, after the intense 
heat of the day we ended up having the most awesome thunderstorm as we went up Devils Peak. The view of the city below us and the lightning all around us made for a truly 
spectacular night. For those of you who are not familiar with the Bat Run -  it started at the parking lot on Tafelberg Road. We zigzagged to the base of Devils Peak, up to the 
top, and then down to return to the road. We ran along to the base of Platteklip, up to the top, along to Maclears and back down to the car park. Here we crossed over the 
road and headed up to the top of Lions Head and back down to the finish in 4hours 40min. A huge thank you to the fantastic organisers. Never in my life have I been offered 
snacks and drinks to such a degree at all the marshalling points. We were spoilt rotten! We even got pizza and beers at the end! J Everyone was so incredibly friendly and 
supportive and really made the night what it was. Thank you for your amazing energy! I had such a great night!" 
 
9 February - UGE Classic - Checkout some video clips of the McCain Adventure Addicts in action at the UGE Classic:  Video 1 - How to get some juice ; Video 2 - how to find 
your way in the mist ; Video 3 - advice on building a jeep track. 
 
9 February - UGE Classic - Garren Soutar's Race Report: "The first long 
adventure race of the year saw a couple of new faces for team McCain 
Adventure Addicts, and a new race format for the UGE Classic. The team 
for this race was made up of Craig Carter-Brown, Jeannie Bomford (both 
fresh off their brilliant performances at the National G4 selections, where 
they both made it through to the final round of selections in the UK), 
Garren Soutar from the McCain Adventure Fanatics and the ever consistent 
navigator and team captain Graham Bird. The race format for this year’s 
UGE Adventure Race was similar to last years Swazi Xtreme, with a course 
broken down into ten stages following a series of compulsory and optional 
Check Points (CPs). In  order for a team to finish the race officially they 
would have to visit all compulsory CPs, and in so doing, would cover a 
minimum distance of 173 kms. Teams wanting to race competitively would 
have to collect all compulsory CPs and as many optional CPs as possible 

within the 48 hour cut off, meaning that any team that managed to collect all compulsory and optional CPs would have to cover a minimum distance of 311km in the allotted 
48 hours. 

 
Teams met in the North Eastern Freestate town of Memel for race registration and then faced their first challenge with a 
muddy drive to the start 30km away on Grootpoort Farm near the top of Normandien Pass. There had been lots of rain in 
the week preceding the race with the last few drops falling on Friday morning just before the start of the race. All the 
rivers were full to capacity and some had burst their banks, so we knew we were in for some tricky river crossings and 
plenty of mud. A flooded Ingandu Gorge meant the Kloofing section on the first hiking leg was cancelled, but there was 
still a total of 10 CPs up for grabs. At the race briefing, Nicholas Mulder said he expected the winning team to be able to 
collect most of the optional CPs, so our race strategy was to 
collect all available CPs in the early stages of the race and 
possibly skip selected optional CPs later on if we started running 
out of time. After collecting all available CPs in the first hiking 
leg and having made a minor navigational error on the last CP of 
the stage, we set of along the final 4kms at a blistering Craig 
and Jeannie pace of 4½ min/km to arrive in transition one 30 
min behind the leading pair of Alex Wagner and Kobus van Zyl 
also of Team McCain. The first bike leg of the race also saw the 
first big difference in route options for teams wanting to collect 
all optional CPs and those teams only going for compulsory CPs. 
All Optional CPs meant a long hard climb up Millars Pass to the 
top of the escarpment and a technical decent of Sak se Pad in 
the mist at night back down to transition two at Dunbalane Golf 
Estate, while missing some optional CPs meant that teams had 
the option of staying at the base of the escarpment on their way 
to Dunblane. Transition two was just a quick re-lube of our 
chains and a bite to eat before heading out on our bikes again  
for two compulsory check points and five optional CPs before 
returning to Dunblane Golf Estate for the start of second hiking 

leg 
which 
took us 
back 
up the 

escarpment via the never ending Donkeys Pass. A few more 
check points, some of the steepest jeep tracks I have ever 
seen and a 50m abseil took us to Transition three at Engogo 
Riverside Lodge, and the start of a long hot mountain bike leg 
requiring two more big climbs eventually ending at Majuba 
Mountain, which is site of the first of the Boer Wars in Natal, 
where the majority of casualties were as a result of the British 
trying to flee from the Boers down the steep mountain slopes. 
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Needless to say, the next trekking leg had us scampering up and down those same mountain slopes in search of check points. Up until this point we had collected all available 
compulsory and optional CPs, but the Battle of Majuba trekking leg had two optional CPs far out of the way on adjacent 
Nkwelo Mountain, probably requiring three hours of additional trekking. Instead we opted to settle for the 2 compulsory 
and three optional CPs and head back to transition at Majuba for our first bit of sleep in the race. After about an hours 
sleep we set off on our mountain bikes once again, this time heading down the escarpment for a change and as we 
approached  transition five we were faced with the decision of two additional optional CPs or some sleep before the 
lifting of the dark zone at 5am for the subsequent paddling leg. In the end it was the lure of our sleeping bags that won 
and we opted for the shorter route to transition. The vacuum pump 5 meters from where we were sleeping woke us up 
at 4am and Craig almost jumped up to help with the milking at the dairy before realizing where he was. The seven 

kilometer paddling leg was the highlight of the race for me. The 
water level was much higher than when the race organizers scouted 
it, and I was very grateful for the canoeing skills of Craig and 
Graham, who negotiated the big rapids very skillfully. Lesser paddling 
skills would have resulted in a few long, bumpy and dangerous swims. 
This was also the consensus of the race organizes, who then decided 
to cancel the canoeing leg for any teams that had not yet made it 
onto the river. The final mountain bike leg required some urban 
navigation around the Town of Newcastle before a final short trekking 
leg through the game filled fields of Grey Goose Farm Lodge. 
 
Overall, I think the format of this race worked very well for everyone. 
The shorter distance and easier navigation options for teams going for 
the compulsory CPs only, meant that an official finish was quite 
comfortable for the less competitive teams and provided a great 
opportunity to introduce novices to the sport of Adventure Racing. On 
the other hand, all the additional optional CPs meant that teams 
could make the course as long and difficult as they wanted to. The 
optional CPs also allows teams to race according to their strengths, so 
if they were a strong Mountain Biking team they could skip Optional 
CPs on the hiking leg and go for everything on the biking legs. The 
McCain Adventure Addicts raced well together missing only four of the optional CPs and covering a total distance of about 
285km in the allotted 48 hours to claim a very satisfying first place overall.  
 
As always, the excellent quality products 
of our sponsors McCain, Cape Storm, PVM, 

Black Diamond, Giant Bicycles, Island Tribe and Squirt played an import part in our race win. 
The right nutrition and comfortable, reliable and functional equipment defiantly makes a 
long demanding adventure race a whole lot more enjoyable. Also a big thank you must go 
out to the work horses of the team, our seconds, Jenni Soutar and Susan Carter-Brown, we 
really appreciated all your hard work in getting all our equipment and food from one 
transition to the next, and waking up at  all hours of the night/morning/day to feed us and 
getting us on the move again." 
 
4 February - UGE Classic - This past weekend saw a return to racing for the Adventure 
Addicts. The event, a 48 hour Adventure Race organised by UGEEVENTS.CO.ZA 
was staged in Northern Eastern Free State and Western KZN. In involved collecting 25 
Compulsory Checkpoints and a number of optional checkpoints in the 48 hours. The McCain 
Adventure Addicts enterd two teams in the race. The full team with Addicts Graham Bird 
and Garren Soutar teaming up with Craig Carter-Brown and Jeannie Bomford who was a late 
replacement for an injured Tatum Prins, managed to win the race collecting all but 4 of the 
points in the alloted time. The second team, being a pair of Addicts Cobus van Zyl and Alex 
Wagner crossed the line in second place overall and first pair.  Reports to follow later this 
week. 
 
2 February - Attakwas Mountain Bike Race - Addict Jeannette Walder who has now 
relocated to Plettenberg Bay was out doing this race. It must be noted that she finished over 
an hour in front of fellow Addict Hanno Smit! Here's her comments: "The Attakwas mnt bike 
race starts in Chandelier, a game reserve just outside Oudtshoorn and finishes just 
outside Mossel Bay at Groot Brak. A 125km race, with most of it on jeep track that winds tself through the mountains over the Attakwas pass and down to the sea. The start 
saw about 500 riders starting at 6h30 on 17 Jan with a nice cool morning. I decided to start of slowly to stay out of trouble and the Xmas pudding was still evident. It was the 
most beautiful terrain and had everything: some mean downhill, soft sand, district roads and some big uphills. The water tables where amazing with ice cold water, 
watermelon, chocolate etc.. A big thank you to all the watering table staff. The race saw a few accidents with 4 broken collarbones and I also heard about 200 cyclists pulled 
out so that should explain a bit about the course, but this is one not to miss. The atmosphere was great, the organization super. It took me 7h44 and I loved it every minute of 
it!" 
 

20 Janaury - Runner's World - Check out the February issue of Runner's World where the McCain Adventure 
Addicts have a 3 page feature. Get a copy now! 
 
19 January - Go Multi - The McCain Adventure 
Addicts have a 5 page feature in the Dec/Jan Go 
Multi which is out on shelves now. Get yourself a 
copy and check it out! 
 
18 January - Gear Reviews - Checkout our new 

Gear Reviews page where the team has written some comments on the awesome products we use. 
 
18 January - Happy New Year!! - Ola!! We're back. It has been a wonderful past six weeks where the Addicts took the opportunity to take well earned break from all the 
racing and competing. After a successful 2008, we are all looking forward to an equally successful 2009. Checkout our tentitive race schedule! 
 
  Email here to subscribe to our newsletter    

Joanne Cooper Web Solutions      
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